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More cash
for
Universities
The Education Secretary, Mr
Kenneth Baker, has announced a
£61 million increase in the univer·
sities' recruitment and equipment
grants next year. It is hoped this
money will head off the bankruptcies of which universities
have been feared for several
months.
In return, the Univer ity
Grants Committee is expected to
co-operate in a review of universities which will lead to redundancies and premature retirements to
make way for younger lecturers
and allow cash savings. Mr Baker
expects individual universities to
co-operate and stated that "the
future funding of universities will
depend significantly upon its
implementation year by year".
Mr Maurice Shock , chairman of
the Committee of University
Vice-Chancellors and Principals,
claimed that the increased funding had averted disaster , but only
just. He called the 6 per cent
increase in the science budget
"disappointing", when major
competitors are substantially
increasing their research investments.
A University Grants Committee spokesman stated that while
"any increase is welcome", it will
not know whether there are any
strings attached to the funding , or
what the money is earmarked for
until a meeting of the committee
later this month .
Students' Association Secretary lain Catto, waiting for further
details of the distribution of the
money , commented that "any
increase in pending on education
must be a good thing , although
long overdue".
Angela Smart
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University R~~tor Archie MacPberson picks out the winning entry to Student's popular
subscriber's draw. The draw was open to all those who took out a subscription to the paper
at the beginning of the year, with a prize of two free return flights to Paris on offer (kindly
donated by USIT Student Travel). The winner of the tickets is first year student Nicola
Mitchley, of Churchill House, who should contact Student as soon as possible to claim her
Prize.
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Sheep Outrage
A first year Dundee University
~ical student could face expuls~n after walking into an animal
rights group disco, naked, with a
severed sheep's head under his
arrn.
Mr John Robins, organising

secretary of the society, claims in
1
~:tier
to Dundee's Principal, Dr
h am Neville, that the student
ad taunted the animal rights supj.°rters with the head and had
icked and kissed the sheep's tongue, Which was hanging out.
d "Apart from the obscene
o?ravity and hideous perversion
this incident, I .am very con-

cerned that it shoUJd spark further
extreme actions against supporters of the animal rights cause,"
Mr Robins commented in his letter.
However, Mr Murray Watt ,
President of Dundee's Students'
Association , said that the incident
had been "blown out of all proportion" , and that "no real malice"
had been intended,
He refutes claims that the student severed the head himself, or
stole it from a laboratory , but said
the head "was obtained totally
legally from an abattoir".
He also commented that the
student was "perhaps not aware"
that it was an animal rights disco
that he was walking into , as there
was a medical students' disco
going on next door.
"The prank ," said Mr Watt ,
"was probably part of an initiation
ceremony which the student had
been undergoing. The student has
subsequently apologised both to
the students at the disco and to the
Association's staff." The Association will not be supporting further
disciplinary action against the student.
'
Prue Jeffreys
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SRC action on loans

A weighty submission in
response to the government's controversial Review or Student Support was formally passed by the
Students' Representative Council
'on Tuesday evening. The submission threw out the notion of student loans and wholeheartedly
endorsed the principle or a mandatory grant for all students.

Spanning some 26 pages, a
record 61 amendment~ were
debated on Tuesday evening
before the final submission was
agreed .
The document endorsed the
view that the inherent value of
education should be given prominence i!l public expenditure
debates , and that subsequent
benefits accrue to the state and
society as a whole .

The notion of any system of student loans, or of graduate tax,
were rejected in view of the "detrimental effects" that they were
perceived to have on higher education as a whole.
A system of full grants for all,
solely. financed by central government · was adaopted in the submissi~n. The advantages, it was
believed, were that such a system
would be much simpler to operate
and cheaper on administrative
costs.
Among the numerous proposals that were rejected was a plan
to make the payment of the means
tc>ted parental contribution compulsory by law. SRC and Finance
Committee member Paul Davies,
who had originally proposed the
plan , was disappointed after the
SRC's decision and added: "The
amend ment would have eased the
problems encountered by the
large number of students who do
not receive their fu ll parental contribution. "
EUSA President Cathy Presland said she was satisfied with the
finished submission. She encouraged any interested student to
study the complete document tn
the Students' Association offices,

Fletcher support for
student loans
He admitted that an increase in
grant levels had been "held back"
and that the government had been
considering feasible alternative~
for some time . He said that a grant
system will remain , but a government loans scheme will be
developed for those stucknts who
do not receive any ~arental sup.port , or cannot arrange private
funding.
Asked if supporting loans was
tantamount to committing pol itical suicide in a constituency that
could hinge on the student vote,
· Mr Fletcher said that altho~gh the
student vote was important , he
did not believe that his seat would
hinge solely on om; section of the
electorate.
Mr Fletcher added that because
of the redistribution after the
boundary changes, Edinburgh
Central had become "more marginal ", and would be harder to
retain since it was coming up for a
third term. However, he thought
Phot'!: Tony Roberts
it was still " holdable". He said he
did not blelieve that any governwould welcome any constructive
ment could realistically hope to
and non-aligned discussion with
increase grants to the desired
students on this issue.
level. "To aim for this," he said,
Paula Collins.
" is p(e in the sky. "

Speaking to Student before an
Edinburgh University Tory Club
lunch on Monday, Alex Fletcher,
Conservative MP for Edinburgh
Central, outlined his support for a
svstem of student loans.
· A strong advocate of a loan~
system , Mr Fletcher said that he

Scotland
to go
Thumbs
solo
down to
loans
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and have a chat with her about any .
further action.
The fina l submission, with all
Tuesday night's amendments
added, will be sent out shortly to
all Scottish MPs , the national
press and numerous other
interested bodies together with
the main government Review
Committee itself.
Devin Scobie

Don't be
loart-ly
The National Union of- Stu-'
dents (NUS) is organising a Day.
of Action on Wednesday as part
of its campaign to oppose the
introduction of student loans: We
Won't Stand A Loan.

AlO~N
~

The campaign is to include
" lock-outs" of some colleges by
students, and "work-ins", as well
as marches and rallies.
As Edinburgh University Students' Association is not in the
NUS, it will not be participati.ng in
those actions. It will, however , be
organising its own Week of
Action in the eighth week of term ,
following on from the Annual
General Meeting on the Monday
of.that week.

MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY
McKinsey & Co.,
international management consultants, invite applications for the post of

BUSINESS ANALYST
Please send your application to
Graduation Selection,
170 Kennington Park Road,
London SEU 4BT.
For further information contact
Adrian Burford or Virginia Cowie on 01-582 0167.
Details are also held at your Careers Service.

N.B: Closing Date-November 21, 1986.

Opposition to the introduction
of student loans received a boost
this week when the Senate of London University, the largest university in the United Kingdom ,
voted by a huge majority against
the introduction of any such system.
The motion , which Jane Cannon , President of the Students'
Uni on, and Dr William Stephen·son, a mathematics lecturer,
proposed , achieved a resounding
victory of 64 votes to 7 at the
Senate, which is the main
academic policy-making body in
the university.
Concern was expressed in the
motion about the perceived backing of the Committee of ViceChancellors
and
Principals
(CYCP) for a loans scheme. The
National Union of Students
(NUS) survey of student finance
systems in other countries was
cited as evidence of the harm a
loans system could inflict upon
British universities.
The added financial burden of
the loans system is also seen as
contradictory to London University's established policy of using
" positive measures" to widen
access into higher education,
especially for less privileged students and mature students.
Ms Cannon says her aim now is
to make sure this decision receives
wide publicity , and that the ViceChancellor carries the Senate's
message through to the CYCP.
She is also giving her backing to
the NUS Day of Action on 12th
November.
Graeme Wilson

Mr Gordon Wilson, leader of
the Scottish National Party, Spoke
to a small gathering on Monday on
"the regeneration of Scotland", lfe
gave a lucid talk on the problelll!
of Scotland today and how h~
party saw the nation 's future.
Mr Wilson felt that Scotland's
economy was not "self-driven
enough from within" . He stressed
the dangers inherent in relying too
much on large compa nies, many
of which were controlled from
outside . Scotland, he said, would
lose people because of the lack of
industrial and economic oppor.
. tunities here. He feared that the
country might head towards
becoming "an industrial waste·
land like Merseyside" . •
Mr Wilson asserted that the 1
SNP would plan to put a large
amount of time and money into
building up medium and smaller·
sized companies within Scotland
- helping them to move into the
export market and putting more
money into research and development in order to help bring new
products on to the market (some·
thing , he pointed out , Scotland
used to be good at) .
Mr Wilson said that it could be
shown that one in three people in
Scotland now supported thecoun·
try's independence. H e reminded
us of the days in the 1970s "when
devolution hopes were high, when
people came floodin g back 10
Scotland because they thought 11
might become independent" .
He pointed out that had Scot·
land become independent, n
would have been £50 billion better
off - because of its o il and gas
resources. As it was , the mone}
was going to refill " the English
Treasury" and combat unemploy·
. ment. " My party ," he said,
"would do something more intelh·
gent with it. "
Tom Bradb)

It's in the Can-Can
A rousing Can-Can brought the
ESCA Dance Marathon to a close
on Sunday night. Weary participants were helped into a van and
ferried home from Wilkie House ,
where the dance took place.
The 24-hour event , which
began at 7. 30 pm on Saturday,
raised £500. The money will go
towards the £21,000 target total
set by ESCA this year.
Of the original 26 participants,
nine survived the ordeal. Supporters too showed admirable
stamina. There was a strong turnout from the Edinburgh colleges

and the universities. ESCA corn·
mittee members provided suste·
nance for participants in the forrn
of coffee and sandwiches. When
spirits began to flag party games
were proposed. Bleary-eyed danf
cers were treated to a round 0
Pass-the-Parcel.
A special mention should be
made of one John Connolly;
ESCA Convener Hamish Taylor
invited him to "a disco" without
informing him of its duration. !le
stayed till the end.
Susan )\1oir

Out to pasture
British universities are to be
subject to a government scheme
aimed at cutting the cost to government of education by reducing
staffing levels.
The required cuts are to be
achieved by giving universities
extra money to fund voluntary
retirement
schemes
for
academics. It has been claimed
that over 2,200 academic staff
need to be shed in order to keep

higher education costs at the plail'
ned level.
~Reductions of staff in. dep~d
ments such as engineenng ed·
physics are to be discourag od
Universities who wish to eXP~bt
departments not approve_d bY wiU
University Grants Committee we
almost certainly risk losing lie
1
redundancy payments trorn
government.
.:.ti
AJisonDaJI"'
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Civil Service
tide turns

£200a
head
The Scottish Office has refused
to confirm that students will be
.exempted from 80 per cent of the
£200
community
proposed
charge , as reported in Student last
week. The charge is to be introduced to replace rates in Scotland.
Speaking to Student, a spokesman for the Scottish Office stated
that he could not confirm that any
decision·10 treat students as a special case had been faken , although
it was entirely possible that this
might be the eventual outcome.
Full details, it was stated , would
be available when the Bill was
published - probably in a few
weeks' time, as soon as possible
after the Queen's Speech.
Meanwhile , the Students' Representative Council's Accommodation Committee has drafted a
motion to the Annual General
Meeting of the Students' Association which warns students of the
"threat" of the community charge
fo their finances. The committee
will be responding to the Government's plans as soon as full details
are available.
Gary Duncan

Raleigh raiser

Oxford graduates losing their grip?
For the first time ever, more the successful by two days of more
than half of the administrative tests and interviews by the Civ.il
grade graduate appointments in Service Selection Board , then
the civil service have been filled positions are offered by the Final
by non-Oxbridge candidates. This Selection Board. Only those with
year a majority of successful 1st class or 2.1 honours degrees
applicants came from other uni- need apply.
Despite claims of fairness,,
versities.
Administrative grade recruits Oxbridge candidates are still felt
are the Sir Humphrey Applebys to be in an advantageous position.
of the future and according to a Although a significantly large
civil service recruiting pamphle( number from non-Oxbridge paswill be "concerned with policy , sed the initial suitability test , the
planning and parliamentary legis- number of people from Oxbridge
lation covering all aspects of being appointed is rough!Y th.e
administrative life". They are the same as non-Oxbridge . Whtie this
that
an
average
"high-fliers" and can achieve indicates
rapid promotion to positions of Oxbridge student is thought more
"suitable" by sleection boards the
responsibility and power.
Selection is by a rigorous three- criteria used to make this assessstage process. An initial IQ-style ment have been questioned.
Ian Robertson
qualification test is followed for

Sponsored
Swim-in

Danish
students go
it a loan
A loans system , similar to the
·one the government hopes tc
introduce in Britain, has led to a
mountain· of debt and a decline in
working-class
students
in
Denmark.
At present , 80 per cent ol
Danish students have to work to
supplement their income and
some will be unlikely to repay
their loans before the age of 50.
The loans scheme caused a fall in
Working-class students from 25
•per cent to 10 per cent. The only
benefitors from such a scheme are
the banks.

Student Aid is the latest in a
long line of Aids for Africa. On
Saturday, Student Aid will be
staging an event called Across the
Forth , where some of the Sports
Union clubs will be crossing the
Forth in any way they know how ;
there will be running, rollerskiing ,
three-legging,
windsurfing, canoeing and sailing.
Spectators and sponsors are
welcome all day.

Old chair

Edinburgh University Court
has appointed Professor William

Third year geography student
Ian Whitehead is all set to take
part in a 350-mile sponsored cycle
ride from Edinburgh to York .
The
cycle
ride ,
which
Whitehead estimates will take
three days , is part of his quest to
raise £2,000 in order to finance his
participation in the Operation
Raleigh scheme, which allows
young people to travel abroad
whilst participating in active community projects and research.
Next summer , he will spend
three months on the Indonesian
·island of Seram. There, he will be
working with local ·people in trying to find ways of preserving valuable rain forests.
Other ideas that Whitehead has
had to raise the necessary .funds
for his trip include an attempt on
the hot air ballooning record for
fl¥ing across Scotland.
Anyone who wishes to help
with fund-raising should contact
·Jan Whitehead at 5/9 Turner
House , Pollock Halls.
Anjeli Dholakia
J. MacLennan to the Chair of
Geriatric Medicine. Professor
MacLennan is a graduate of
Glasgow University and was a
Reader at Dundee University
before his new appointment. He is
the co-author of several books on
geriatric medicine.

Cancer
donation doubles
Edinburgh University is to
receive £2.5m for its work in the
Medical Oncology Unit. The
money will come from the
Imperial Cancer Research Fund
and this will almost double the
fund 's annual budget to the
department.

• If you think it's NEWS, phone
the News Team on 558 117 ext. 0
or 6(,7 1011 ext. 4496.
• The News Team · require

PHOTOGRAPHERS ABLE TO
DEVELOP FILM.

s

Exodus to
Edinburgh
Aberdeen University's Scandinavian Department is to be
transferred to Edinburgh University, it was announced this week .
This follows the advice of the University Grants Committee, who
had earlier advised the closure of
the Italian Department which has
also been axed by Aberdeen University.
At present Edinburgh University has no Scandinavian Department of its own , but , as from next
year, the two staff members and
12 students at Aberdeen University will be transferred here . How.ever, during the 1987-8 session ,
staff will still have to commute to
Aberdeen on a weekly basis to
teach honours students.
' The closure of Aberdeen's Itali an Department means that the
·two ·remaining staff members are
expected to be transferred
elsewhere . Aberdeen University

Teachers' Association have promised to do their utmost to protect
the interests of the staff involved,
but are deeply critical of the lack
of prior consultation about the
closures.
Third and fourth year students
will be able to complete their
course at Aberdeen , but second
year students have been advised
to transfer to other universities if
they wish to continue studying Italian . Edinburgh University's Italian Department has already
accepted a fourth year and a second year student from Aberdeen .
The Italian Department believe
that the closures in Aberdeen will
have only a minimal affect on
numbers in the department and
point out that the numbers entering Italian at Edinburgh are
decided by the Social Sciences
Faculty as a whole.
Laura Kibby

Students sway
votes
The Natio nal Organisation of
Labour Students (NOLS) has
launched a campaign to encourage students to register their votes
at their term-time addresses. The
aim of this initiative is to oust
Conservative and Alliance MPs in
35 key marginal seats.
The targetted constituencies
are those in which the potential
student vote exceeds the MPs'
majority. The strategy may well
work given the evidence of a
recent NUS poll which found that
45% of students support Labour
against 27% for the Alliance and a
mere 17% for the Conservatives.
If the campaign is successful,
several prominent politicians
could well lose their seats. The
well-known figures on the Labour
students' "hit-list" include Roy
Jenkins in Glasgow Hillhead and
Mrs Thatcher in Finchley. It is a
definite possibility, given the considerable support for Labour at
Glasgow University and Mr Jenkins's slender majority of 1,164,
that Labour could take his seat,
but Mrs Thatcher's majority of
10,000 would seem to indicate
that the student threat is limited in
Finchley.
Student attempted to gauge the
reaction of Edinbuq~h University

La Bagatelle
Restaurant Franfais

•

Table d'hote Lunch £4.75
including Coffee
Fixe prix dinner
Monday-Thursday: £8.50

•

Relax in afriendly , informal
atmosphere and enjoy the
French cuisine.
Specidl offer: Bring this advert for a
free glass of wine with the
ala carte menu.

· 22a NICOLSON STREET,
EDINBURGH (667 0747)

Labour Club to the NOLS initi ative , given that there are two Tory
marginal constituencies with large
student populations in the city. A
Labour spokesman indicated that
both Alex Fletcher, in Edinburgh
Central, and Michael Ancram, in
Edinburgh South , could find their
names on the unemployment
felrister after the next election. He ·
predicted that Labour ·was "·on
course to take both Central and
:south regardless of student
votes" . However, after closer
questioning, he .did concede that
an increase in the student vote
would help them to unseat
Ancram and Fletcher.
Clearly , Michael Ancram is
particularly vulnerable given the
potential size of the student vote
in Edinburgh South. The seat
.includes not only Pollock Halls
but also areas with large student
populations such as Marchmont
and Newington. On the basis of
last May's local election results,
which were generally felt to be
disastrous for the Edinburgh
Tories , the Minister may be on his
way to defeat.
Mr Ancram was unavailable for
comment when Student contacted
his office at the Scottish Office.
Roddy McLean

Students Welcome to

EUROPA
WINE BAR
Infirmary Street
Where else can you enjoy fabulous
hot and cold meals from
12 noon-9 p.m.
Also try our Sunday Lunches from
12.30-2 p.m.

Look out for our-Golden Oldies
Night every Tuesday and our
Sunday Night Disco
absolutely free
OPEN 11 am to 1 am

s

556-6165 s

The Presidents' Ball • • •
"The Presidents' Ball is a load of
elitist crap designed to ensure the
forces of reaction can maintain
their position of complete fascistNazi-pigshafting-obnoxious control of us really OK left-wing penniless student types."
In days gone by, hard-line
socialists ussed to picket the Presidents' Ball, I am told. Nowadays,
they get hold of a delegate's ticket
and don't stand up for the loyal
toast. This is what is known as
being a designer socialist.
This, my fourth visit to the ball,
began with the delightful dele-

gates' sherry reception in the
equally delightful Teviot Bar.
Everyone was being delightful for
the only time in the evening as no
one knew who they had to sit next
to at the meal. Except for one
young gentleman who asked Mr
Archie MacPherson , sometime
football commentator and expert
on higher education, if he was a
lecturer. Mrs Archie smiled
kindly, but hubby retreated into a
despondency which was to be compounded when he discovered
where he was sitting.
Into the meal, a strictly "behind

Archie, clearly enthralled at the proceedings at the Delegates' do .

closed doors" affair, so that all you
other punters couldn't see your
leaders making fools of themselves. It soon transpired that all
the action was going to be at the
"Copland Road end", home of all
the old hacks, ex-students, Dr
Charles Fishburne (Permanent
Secretary to the Students' Association), Mr Archie MacPherson and
a certain Ms Judith Stott, flatmate
to our cuddly President, Cathy
Pressbutton.
Ms Stott, one-time student and
partner to the illustrious Association Secretary, Mr lain Catto, was
seated next to self-styled "King of
Cool" and Association Treasurer
Mr David Duncan. Mr Rabid
Duncan had recently been complaining that he had not been getting "enough coverage" - tonight
he got plenty, although possibly
not the sort he wanted. Barely,
and l use the word carefully, had
we started eating when the delightful pouting Judith decided to pretend she was drunk.

Who was there, who wasn't, who was
sick, who did what to whom, and how
many times. Simon Nichols,
tells
how it was. (He thinks.) Pix liy Paul
Hutton, and negatives can be obtained
for a small fee .

"No , really Maeve , the Treasurer's a really interesting position."

Zzzz .. .

speeches.
All the speeches were exceed·
ingly dull except Mr Alex Cur·
rie's. Mr Currie, Secretary to the
University, comes to this evcnl
year after year to be bored b~
guest speakers such as Mr James
Naughtie. Mr Naughtie, for the
record, is Chief Political Thing for
the Grauniad newspaper and was
very dull and very long-winded.
He was trying to tell us about Norman Tebbit, which l thought
would have been interesting....
He sat down after 25 minutes to
half a standing ovation because
Hello ... this must be Utopia .
everyone was en route to the free
The Horrified lain Falto could bar. First there, by a short head,
only watch in disbelief as the hap- ex-important person Donald Polless Rabid Spunkin' was fondled, lock, who later threw up the four·
groped and generally molested by gins he managed to guzzle before
the charming Rudith. The specta- anyone else arrived. But the star of
cle was further enhanced by Ms· the delegates' bar this year was
Stott's dress, which was desperately trying to prove the law of
gravity. Mr MacPherson is 104.
Rabid Plunkin's partner, the
lovely Ms Maeve Kenny ("just a
good friend who I like getting
drunk with and have never wanted
to sleep with", David tells me)
attemptea to ignore the events at
the other end of the top table by Iain Catto "clamouring for
talking to Mr Catto ("a fat boring Utopia" .
Tory", David tells me). and before
you knew it we were into the Harry " Hard On" Elwin. Ex-per-

Jj\\\jJ\)\l\I

GROUNDLING

gets Militant.

Enticed by the prospectof''free bubbly", Groundling was happy to be
led blindfold to the secret destination that was to hold a Militant
Social.
The comrade who had guided me from the bus to the door gave the
coded knock. The door was opened by two burly scar-faced class
fighters, obviously relishing the prospect of a spot of individual
terror.
"Where's your invitation, comrade?" the ugliest sneered. I handed
it over. "Are you a bolshevik or menshevik?"
" What's the difference?" I replied.
"£3.50 for bolsheviks, £5.00 for mensheviks."
"Bolsheviks!" my escort interjected, as I had a crisp blue fiver
snatched from my hand.
"Sorry, comrade, no change. I was a bus driver before
deregulation." The ugly one laughed.
I entered the flat and was ushered towards the Marxist bookstall in
the hall and encouraged to buy. The cheapest thing on offer was The
Revolution Betrayed by Leon Trotsky, at a modest £12.50, and my
chequebook was cheerfully prised from my underpants where in vain
I had attempted to hide it.
However, Spurred on by the offer of free bubbly, I entered the
kitchen in search of drink. A man in a £300 Italian suit, silk shirt and
Gucci shoes stood behind a makeshift bar.
"Would you like your free bubbly, comrade?'"
Ah, now you're talking, I thought, and nodded eagerly.
"Would you like a glass for it?" I nodded again. "Glasses are a
pound each."
Grudgingly I handed over the cash, and choked down my half-pint
of Andrews liver salts.
After a brief visit to the toilet (I Op, pay on entry) I returned to the
bar to see what else they had on offer. The well-dressed barman
grinned to see me return.
"I need a drink," I groaned , tightly clenching my buttocks.
"Alcohol is a deviation from the class struggle, comrade, but we've
got Barbican on draught. It's only £1.50 a pint, and that includes your
glass."
Dazed, I carried my bever~ge through to the living room where, I

assumed, the party would begin in earnest. Good rockin' tonite! I ·
thought , but was instead met with a group of sober', sharp-suited
males, nodding sombrely, and greeting each other with funny
handshakes. Wandering casually over to the stereo, I noted the music
on offer: a choice between "Sri Lankan Tea Planters sing 20
International Workers' Treats" and "Lenin's Collected Speches Vol.
LXXI". Above the stirring tea-planters' refrain, snatches of garbled
Liverpudlian could be heard from the room's darkened corners.
One comrade soon approached the centre of the room to announce
a financial appeal " to cover the expenses incurred by the party, and
to build for the future". Urged to dig deep, a bottle of vodka was
raffied as a star prize - the bottle, to the winner's chagrin, being
found to contain only Adam's wine.
The evening brightened , however, with the discovery of a fellow
contact's "petit-bourgeois deviationism". This worthy, it transpired,
was a member of " an irrelevant sectlet, not even on the most exotic
fringes of the labour and trade union movement". Happily being
dangled from the window by his shoelaces (13 floors up) sufficed to
bring this comrade round once again to a correct class perspective.
· No sucl) gentle persuasion was needed in my own case. Approached
and asked if I was a "contact", I grinned and nodded in ferocious
agreement on a variety of topics, from Trotsky's theory of permanent
revolution to Derek Hatton's barber and Everton's chances in the
league.
A rousing finale to the evening was provided with a hearty
rendition of the Internationale, the comrades psyched up like
moonies, followed by the inevitable ''Farewell Appeal". Another £10
.exit charge at the door, I thought not unreasonable, and (after being
frisked for bus fare) so began the long walk home, assured of the fact
that, when the history of Marxist struggle in Lothian and Borders
Region comes to be written, my name will be honoured among the
footnotes.
P.S.: The above is, in its entirety, a fiction . " Militant" is a
newspaper. No organisation of the same name does, or ever has,
existed in the British Isles. Honest.
Next - Groundling celebrates 50 years of Groundling.

son Elwin attempted to seduce
every woman in the place in a
desperate attempt to liven up pro.
ceedings. "Charlie Fish burne
taught me everything I know," he
confided to a complete stranger.
By this time the BBC types had left
- Archie MacP and spouse in disgust, and Hilary " I really fucked
up the ball when l was Union President" O 'Neill because of "tiredness". However, her partner, Neil
"Mortgage" Dalgleish, stayed on
for more.
After l had regained conscious·
ness and had been reunited with
my partner, I went for a stagger in
the heaving cesspit of the Debating
Hall. Who did we spot on the bal·
cony? None other than the same
Neil "no nasty nickname as I
would quite like a job on his lovely
lovely music mag" Dalgelish hand
in hand with Sally "my thought
exactly" Greig. "He was alseep
and I was waking him up," Sally
tells me. "He buggered off with her
partner, leaving her to get a taxi
home," someone else tells me.
Ms Greig is 12.
A few years back some joker let
off a tear gas canister in the
Sportsman's Bar. This year, the
only anarchist prepared to parl
with hard cash to make a political
point was the chappie who threw
hot soup all over the delightful
pouting Ms Jane Wheelhouse.
Other great moments included Mr
David Duncan throwing Ms
Maeve Kenny into a flower bed,
someone complaining that Mr

Phew. That 's enough Utopia.
David Cook "had not got out with
any boys yet", Dr Fishburne ton·.
gue-wrestling in the foyer with the
delightful pouting Carla, and of
course the goon who (apparently)
claimed Mr David Duncan and IW
Iain Catto were "bum-shagging ~n
the toilets". I'm sure (never said
that.
.
There was a party in the Assoc•·
ation offices after we had left
Teviot Row which my partner and
I visited briefly. Some impuden;
young pup accused me today 0
" doing Bing Crosby impressions
on the front desk" . I assume be
was in fact referring to the MerrY
Mac Fun Co. who came across to
·re
stuff croissants down Ms Cla• d
McLintock's dress, only to fin
11
she had left siiying, "It's my b~
and I'll leave if I want to". s
McClintock is Deputy President· •
Apparently Bing Hitler, wel 1t
known humorous person , did no
turn up, which explains why yo~
didn ' t see him.
What a fascist .

STUDENT
Milk Round or Gravy Train
November, and timeformanyfourth(andthird)years
to think about applying for a job. Many multi-national
companies are currently holding pre-Milk Round
careers promo-evenings where the tactic is to go along
each week to one of the top Edinburgh hotels, listen to
some reps chuntering on about their company for a hour
or so, and then tuck in to the free booze and food
afterwards.
Last week ICI held court at the Sheraton and
attracted a sizeable crowd, although this was perhaps
due to their reputation for putting on particularly
sumptuous spreads rather than any genuine desire to
work for the company. Certainly Treasurer David
Duncan and his cronies - who can usually sniff a good
freebie a mile off - had starved themselves all day in
anticipation of a lavish feast, and were most
disappointed when it transpired that only free beer was
to be provided.
ICI's reps spoke for nearly two hours but imparted
little that couldn't be gleaned from leaflets in our
excellent Careers Centre in Buccleuch Place. It all
seemed a bit of a waste of time and money, but these
freebies for students (and reps who get to stay in the
plushest hotels) are apparently considered a "good
investment" by the companies, as just one talented
graduate can easily recoup the million or so it may have
cost to stage these promo-evenings around the UK.
However, with due respect to David Duncan, surely
there are mouths more ready and deserving than his.
Surely a million pounds would do far more good in a
country like Mozambique - the poorest in the world than being wasted on five-star piss-ups for the
educated elite here. It is to be hoped that graduates
fortunate enough to land a top job at a multi-national
will consider their positions of pirvilege and remember
to invest in the community as well as the company.
Tomorrow (the 14th), with delicious irony, Barclays
are staging a promo-evening at the Caledonian Hotel at
the same time as a benefit for the ANC/Swapo featuring the excellent Bhundu Boys, Merry Macs,
Dick Gaughan and many more - is taking place at the
Assembly Rooms. I know where I'm going that night
and why. Do you?
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Women fight back
Dear Student,
The letter printed in Student
last week from the EU Women's
Group voiced the hope that
Kirstie Kerr's review of The
Stranglers' concert had "raised
the awareness of sexism". The
three hostile letters received in
reply to her sadly reveal how far
there is to go!
The
letter
from
Stefan
Mieczkowski patronises Kerr by
suggesting she be "tucked up in
bed before nine" as if somehow it
is only for mature and liberal
grown-ups to encourage the stripping of women. He obviously did
not wish to deal with her arguments which destroyed this illusion but preferred to criticise her
personally as having an " inferiority complex". As well as belittling
her , he also demonstrated his disgust at the women who stripped ,
saying that they degraded themselves. On the one hand he seems•
to be arguing that the stripping
incident was acceptable - after
all we shouldn 't be naively expecting "family entertainment" -and
then he contradicts himself by
criticising the women who stripped. After this he has the nerve to
write of his "greatest respect for
women"!

1

David Mather's letter shows a
similar patronising attitude to
"Miss Kerr", and he reduces the
girls who stripped to mere objects
by expressing his great amusement at them exposing their "assets". If these letters weren't bad
enough the contribution from "C"
is the most disconcerting. He
seems to be saying that the whole
"incident was unacceptable and
lowered the tone of the night. Fair
enough. But does he say anything
'about the fact that the idea of it

was wrong or the fact th at the
audience didn't protest was
wrong? No. His whole letter
shows a sour hostility towards the
women who stripped without caring to think why, He called them
"brainless sluts" who "deserve" to
be despised.
' None of the letters deal with
whether they thought The
Stranglers were right in organising
the event; instead they denounce
the women who took part and
resent criticism from those who
didn't. It seems a shame that far
from raising awareness of sexism,
Kirstie Kerr's well-written article
has provoked the worst kind of
exist response.
Fiona MacDonald.

several women's groups for students and employees, and a newly·
formed Women 's Committee in
the student union which will hopefully break down the tunnel vision
of some people. Women will
speak out against words and·
actions which they find oppressive.
If your correspondents cannot
cope with politics on the music
page they should stick to Smash
Hits , where a band's stance is
ignored a nd the lyrics are printed
without comment. And those who
cannot cope with politics at all,
should just read Midweek.
Melissa Clark.

Dear Student,
The
infamous
Stranglers'
review and the response to it in
last week's edition has raised
issues rarely touched upon in this
community. I think that two separate areas of discussion emerge.
Firstly that The Stranglers' concert cannot be taken in isolation
but as just one example of the varied forms of oppression to which
women are subjected. Secondly,
the incident cannot be blamed
upon the women who performed
of their own "free will": this patriarchal society has developed
many ways to use women to
enforce existing power relations.
These women acted as "glamour
objects" for men's pleasure, confirmed and defined for men, as are
women all over the world. If
women do not identify and attack
these forms of control, we are
accepting our powerlessness.
However, there are ways forward.
Within this university the re are

Dear Student,
Is not true journalism defined
as a presentation of facts? Certainly it's not an individual's
highly emotional interpretation of
one isolated episode during an
entire concert. I've always
regarded Student as quite a professional paper. But now I'm a bit
dubious. I really cannot understand how Kirstie Kerr's journalistic abomination could even
be considered a " music review".
Actually, I happen to agree with
her argument but these are merely
personal opinions which should
be expressed within a more
appropriate section. Lastly, then ,
concerning your own comment, if
Miss Kerr was incapable of writing on the actual music without
falling into "boring muso-worship", should she be the one writing?
Yours ,
Valerie Walker.
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Tory Cop-Out
Dear Editor,
I feel compelled to write to you
after
Conservative
Fuhrer
Andrew Hayes' denial that his
club is guilty of religious discrimination. Certainly it was touching
to read that Andrew, and many of
his young fogey/pseud friends, in
true Evelyn Waugh style, find it
trendy to be Catholics. Andrew ,
however , has failed to refute the
allegations made against the Tory
Club by the Sunday Post.
Did a member of his club refuse
to let someone join merely
because he was wearing a Celtic
scarf?
If it is true that this member was
guilty of such a flagrant act of
religious discrimination, what has
been done about it? If nothing has
been done can we take it that the
Tory Club, as many in the Universay believe it to be, is a haven for
extremists, cranks and bigoted
crackpots?
Mike Lyttle.

Dear Student,
· Andrew Hayes is foolish to
wrae that I "accused the University Tory Club of being antiCatholic". Such allegations did
appear in a national newspaper
and concerned anti-Catholic
remarks directed at a student
wearing a Celtic jersey. In the
hght of Simon Morgan's, President of the Scottish Federation of
Conservative Students, comments about Ireland and "papist
scum", I questioned whether or
not the story was true It is unfortunate that Mr Hayes ~hose not to

answer this very specific question.
Yours,
Louise Johnstone.
Sir,
In your article entitled " Private
Function", published last week,
reporting our autumn dinner,
your admittedly very beautiful
scribbler Miranda Chitty made a
couple of totally misleading statements. It was suggested that we
had -invited the South African
A:mbassdor, Dr Shaw, to atteQd.
Much as I would like to meet Dr
Shaw, at no time did the Conservative Club invited him to our dinner, as I'm sure South Africa
House will confirm. It was also
suggested that we had intended to
drape the South African flag
" next to the Union flag". The
Labour Club may drape the Red
Flag during their very boring pub
crawls, and whatever else they get
up to. We , sir, toasted Her Bntannic Majesty the Queen and the
Union Jack.
However , the charming Miss
Chitty got it about right when she
reported that we are "the party of
fun" and we did indeed pass "a
sufficiently patriotic port-spilling
evening". I hope as many of your
readers as possible, Tory or not,
will come and spill some rather
fine port at our next little gettogether. In the meantime, Miss
Chitty, report us fa irly. We've got
enough on our plate with the Bolshevik Broadcasting Corporation.
Adieu , cher et bon ami,
Andrew Hayes,
Chairman, EUCA.

Anti-Soviet Bias
Dear Student,
On 4th November, in the DHT
first floor Conference Room , Professor Vladimir Denisov, of the
Academy of Sciences, Moscow,
gave a talk entitled "Soviet
Philosophy Today". The event
was organised by the EU
Philosophy Society, but some of
the questions which followed
were anything but philosophical
and simply consisted of thinly veiled anti-Soviet jibes.
What was most discreditable
about the whole affair, however ,
was the behaviour of the chairman. Far from trying to steer the
audience in the vague direction of
Professor Denisov's talk, or raise
the intellectual level of the
debate , he himself concluded the
meeting with a "question " aimed
at the speaker which within the
context of the discussion could
only be described as insensitive
and insulting. Making no refere nce to the preceding talk , it ran
along the lines of: "Many people
in the West see the USSR as a
slave society, whereas, of course,
in the West we all possess individual freedom; how would you
answer that?". While he tried to
put on a brave face, Professor
Denisov clearly regarded the

question as an insult.
Surely it ought to be the case
that when an academic from
abroad visits the University, staff
have a duty to behave in a civil
fashion, to make the visitor feel
welcome and to take into account
the fact that English may not be
the speaker's first language?
Moreover , they ought to make the
most of the opportunity for intellectual exchange with someone
from
a
different
cultural
background . These considerations should be doubly important
in the case of a visitor from the
Soviet" Union, given the limited
contact we have with that country.
Yet none of this seemed important to the chairman of this particular meeting. And , although he
had an American accent, he certainly appeared to be a member of
staff of this university.
In future , if the University
insists on employing bigoted,
small-minded,
nationalistic
Americans, it might at least take
the trouble to ensure that such
persons' intellectual capacities are
commensurate with their position.
Yours sincerely ,
Alaric Searle.

Abomination

Miscellany
Dear Sir,
Jn
your edition of 6th
November , Jain Catto, EUSA
Secretary , claims that "thanks to
his initiative", EUSA is to have a
Week of Action against loans in
the eighth week of term .
Although all the Executive
members agreed that a campaign
of action should take place and
made suggestions along the lines
of last year's Education Week of
Action , we believe it was David
Blackall , the SRC Accommodation Convener, who proposed
that a Week of Action be
organised.
Yours sincc:;rely,
All SRC Members.
Sir,
I wish to complain in the most
vehement terms about last week 's
Groundling - "G roundling skins
the machines".
Each Thursday, the pages of
Student are elevated from the
ridiculous to the sublime as Harry
Elwin is mercilessly lambasted
and pilloried amidst the fine rantings of Groundling.
Why was Elwin absent in the
aforementioned article? Has
Groundling been paid off? I think
we should be told.
Scientist.
Dear Student,
Once again the shameful side of
university politics rears its ugly
head. I am referring of course to
the cynica l and untimely dropping
from the 3rd XI football team of
Diarmid "An Cat" Ros , thc!wellknown goalkeeper and Gaelic
activist. Can the Football Club
a sure us that his political affiliations played no part in this decision?
Yours ,
TheMJnk.

Hippy Shakes
THE MISSION
Coasters

The evening at Coasters, a
reasonable enough venue,
began with a predictable Sisters of Mercy rip-off support,
the Rose of Avalanche, who
played a good set despite the
vocalist's obvious distress at
having beer thrown over him:
this is the price paid for being
uninspired!
By the time The Mission made
their impressive entrance the
almost exclusively black-swathed
crowd (more gothic than Cologne
Cathedral!) were virtually orgasmic owing to expensive beer and
good music . Wayne Hussy, wearing the inevitable black hat ,
shades and bangles , was VERY
COOL and perhaps a better
singer than Andrew Eldritch. The
renditions of tracks from the 12inchers produced the desired
reaction in the already lively

BIG AUDIO DYNAMITE

A man with a mission.
crowd , along with some new
materials.
Thankfully no Sisters of Mercy
stuff was played, showing that
though the style remains the same
The Mission are no pale imitation.
The band played their instruments excellently to a dancing

crowd of far from tedious goths,
none of whom looked depressed
or gloomy tonight , contrary to
popular belief. This was the best
night out I've had for months, but
wouldn't it be great to be six foot
six?
Lynn McGurk
Southern , complete with projected images of MLK onto
screens around the stage set.

Schoolly D , on the other hand ,
was far from tame with a rapping
tirade on society full of BAD
words. He looked the part too ;
wearing wraparounds and stalking the stage like he wanted to
kick someone's teeth in , if they
were lucky- Yo-boys are go!

Playhouse
In the value-for-money
stakes this Big Audio Dynamite gig could hardly be beat
(boxed). There were five support bands - although I misAnd ihen there was BAD!
sed the first three. Anyway, Menacingly angelic in dazzling
the two I did see - Sherrone white, they opened with Come On
and Schoolly D - suffered Every Beatbox, setting a pace
from performing in such a which hardly slowed all night.
They covered both old and new
large venue.
Sherrone with her band, Pure
Sex - fresh from their Tube
appearance (hectic pop-music
lifestyle!!) - sounded more or
less like any other black-womanfronted funk band.

material , the latter sounding the
more tuneful-perhaps the influence of Joe Strumner who cowrote them with his old Clashmate.
Each member of BAD was
obviously well rehearsed , except
perhaps Mick Jones, who persistently asked Don Letts, "What's
next?" and who managed to maintain the wasted exterior of a man
who couldn't "Just say no" (hectic
pop-music lifestyle!!).

The show proper ended in
paroxysms of pogo-ing with the
introduction of E=MC1 followed ·
by The Bottom Line (which mental Micky termed': "A message of
hope from BAD to you". Perhaps
the strangest point of the evening,
however, came two encores later
- a rather flat-sounding version
of 1999 (no, not the dodgy 1970s
Schoolly D tries to win a Stranglers SF theme, the Prince song!!).
Alan Muir
LP.

I

As usual , Andy McCluskey's
frenetic
dancing
left
him
exhausted after most songs, at
which point Paul Humphreys
would move , rather nervously, to
centre stage for Secret, Souvenir
and (Forever) Live and Die. The
enthusiastic energy of Andy
McCluskey spilled over into the
crowd who were up and dancing
as soon as OMD came on. All this
after the support, with the rather
pretentious name The Big Supreme, failed to get any audience
participation , even with the lead
singer dancing up and down the
aisles!

feedback

Another dull week for
music-loving
students
everywhere, it would seem.
However, now may be the
right time to start being a jazz
fan, because Platform Jazz
have lined up some pretty
"hot" concerts for Friday
nights in the Queen's Hall
until the end of term.
Tomorrow night sees Benny
Waters taking the stage at 10 pm.
It only costs £2 to go along,
because of a special student reduction, which sounds like excellent
value to me. Alternatively, you
could pay vast amounts of money

God! What a Plonker.

However, those who followed
Student's advice and did not
go to see this "awful band"
Playhouse
really missed out on a great
I was a bit concerned by the
entertainment.
"bad press" in Student about evening's
OMD began with a new song
the OMD concert tonight. about Martin Luther King, called.

OMD

mfeedback . ~

Deaf Heights Cajun Aces play
Moray House tomorrow night. Go
West are in the Playhouse on Sunday and the Communards are
there on Wednesday.
Alternative live entertainment is
available all this week and some of
next week in the form of the Merry
Mac Fun Co. who are performing
all over the city, including the
Assembly Rooms on Saturday.
On screen this week we have a
new series of Entertainment USA
with Jonathan King starting
Benny Waters
tonight on BBC I. Tomorrow,
there's a documentary about the
to go and see Shakin' Stevens in making of Eastenders called Just
the Playhouse. But before all that Another Day, which contains a
there's
Hawkwind. at
th~ memorable quote from Susan
Playhouse tonight.
Tully (Michelle): "People who see

The title track of the new album
The Pacific Age was again complemented with projections, this
time images of Japanese technology. Their new single, We Love
You, was played to a now rapturous audience and OMD finished
their second encore with an electrifying rendition of Electricity.
Too many bands have "meaningful" facades which conceal
quite simply a commercial "pop''.
heart. OMD are unique in that
they are a well-intentioned band,
who also provide great music and
entertainment. If you did not go
this time , then make sure you
don 't miss them next time .
Geoff Owenson

feedback]

me outside say, 'You don't look
pregnant - where's the baby?' I
tell them the truth - it's hanging
up in the wardrobe." Don't tell
Esther Rantzen, 'Chelle. On The
Tube on C4 tomorrow at 5.30 pm
there's Heaven 17 and David Lee
Roth. On Sunday, BBC J'sEveryman is exploring The Rise of LSD
in which Ken Kesey and others
talk about "the most potent pharmacological substance known to
science".
On Monday, there's a special
episode of St Elsewhere, where the
cast goes to the Cheers bar. Both
shows are set in Boston, Mass., but
·this is a really unusual venture for
the television companies involved.
That's at 9 pm, and promises lots

of " laughs".
On Tuesday, there's a little film
on C4 called The Woman Who
Married Clark Gable at 11.45 pm,
starring Bob Hoskins. On Wednesday Jock comes back from the
dead in Dallas. Yawn.

If you're not going to the jazz on
Friday then there's only one place
to be. That's the Assembly Roo!llS
where there's a benefit concert for
the
ANC
featuring
Zimbabwean
boppers,
T
Bhundu Boys, ageing palitical
fnlkie Dick Gaughan, and th~
tartan-clad jokers, the Merry [\fa
Fun Show. Be there.

th':
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The Bad Life

:that

<(Jazz

A few facts about Big Audio Dynamite: Mick Jones's teeth
ren't as bad as they used to be and he's very generous with the
aroup's Red Stripe; Don Letts did not go to public school ("My
~ad was a bus driver for Christ's sake!"), and Dan Donovan is
the son of photographer to the stars Terence. These three and
drummer Greg Roberts took time after their Playhouse show
to talk about the BAD life.
Why play seated venues?
Mick: Yeah, this was actually only the second seated venue
we've played, and we're never gonna play another. People are
Inclined to just park their arses and get all analyticaL We're
more about an emotive sort of thing, getting people involved.
Don: Yeah, you're right, I think we definitely work better in a
small sort of place where everything's much closer.

RENT PARTY

Presidents' Ball
Nice touch that. Since everybody bad to make themselves look
stupid by wearing dinner suits,
pairs of old curtains, wrappings
off shortbread tins etc., the band
made everybody feel comfortable
by wearing the most ridiculous
suits I've ever seen.
Like George Melly on acid,
they storm on stage. The crowd
goes mad, realising that they no
longer look the most stupid
What do you think of Morrissey's condemnation of black
people in the building. Hep cats
American music and his desire for a return to a more white
go ape, feet tap , bodies shake,
young gu ns go for it. Those who'd
British thing?
taken advant age of EUSA's wonMick: I respect that, but I don't see why we shouldn't take bits
derful jive lesson offer jived.
from everywhere and make something bright and sparkly
· Those who hadn 't tried to copy
rather than dreary and miserable, music to stick your head in
Photo: Louise Mackay
those that had.
the gas oven to. I'm not slagging the Smiths though; I .really .
What can I say? Very little
liked The Queen is Dead.
How did Joe Strummer's contributions to the new LP come except that I arrived very late and
Dan: I can't listen to that sort of stuff, it's just so depressing. about?
missed most of the set. Sales of
It's like the worst thing about this country, there's such a Greg: Dan just met Joe down Soho and he ended up in the Louis Jordan albums and baggy
negative attitude to success and money.
studio writing and producing. I was a bit surprised at first, but suits will no doubt rocket.
James Jazz
it worked out really well.

What's the BAD attitude to money?
Don: All our money gets spent. It gets ploughed back into tours
and records.
Mick: Yeah, on this tour we're paying for five support bands
instead of letting them pay us, and we're paying their hotel
bills and stuff.

There seems to be some of the old style Jones guitar on newer
material. Is this a sign of a return to old rock roots?
Mick: Nab! Actually the next LP is gonna be a gay disco thing,
you know Boystown! No, it's nothing. It's just people seem to
like it when I play guitar so why should I disappoint them?
Don: Yeah, Mick's cool with his guitar. I've always been into
rock 'n' roll; I went to an all-white school and all that shit. You
either have to be stupid or a child to be in this game; I think I'm
a child. I made videos before I did this. It was turning me into
an old man.

Smash Hits

Dan: Yeah, I was always a big Clash fan. The best thing that's
happened to me in this band so far was seeing the songwriting
credit Strummer/Jones/Donovan.
Any chance of Joe becoming a permanent member?
Greg: No, not really, it would upset the balance on stage.
Things are great as they are with Joe just helping out. Joe's a
really good actor actually so I think he wants to concentrate on
that for a while.

. Do you think BAD have anything in common with The Clash
now?
Greg: Well, obviously, any band with Mick Jones in and
Strummer writing has something of The Clash about it. Maybe
we'll do the occasional Clash song as an encore, but really all
that's in the past now. We are BAD and we've got a lot to say.
That's enough for now though.
Thomas Lappin
THE COCTEAU TWINS
Glasgow Barrowland

The first strains of Victorialand fill the air: the ringing guitars, the saxophone,
Between voice which, as was aptly put and that voice. This is Lazy
recently, sounds like it was "majet·setting
to
Glasgow, tured in oak whisky barrels''..)
Calm, but not just a record,
recording with the band and
Not that Goodbye Mr MacKen- this is REAL.
being filmed for The Tube, zie set out to imitate other bands ,
The support, Di/ Ju z, a totally
Martin
Metcalfe
just · as Martin is quick to point out. instrumental group, played a set
managed to drop in, 11 Formed almost two years ago, and of atmospheric yet rhythmically
o'clock one Monday night, consisting of Kelly (drums), Shir- strong tunes , which set the mood
and give me his Top Ten ley and Nicola (vocals and of what was to follow.
Shortly after 9 pm the Cocteaus
favourites over a cup of keyboards) and Neil (bass) on
Joan from A Girl Called Johnny , themselves
appeared.
They
instant.
they've played a variety of gigs, looked exactly like you'd expect,
In a new series of features starting this week, we ask famous
pop people for their fave raves. This week, Martin Metcalfe.

What emerged was a selection from the Warehouse to most
of considerable variety, songs we recently The Hoochie Coochie
listened to while growing up in
Club.
Bathgate in the '70s, and bands
which have influenced him since.
So here they are: record No. 1 is
Alice Cooper's School's Out which
Martin was bopping to while I was
still in Pampers ; followed by The
Tartan Lads The Bay City Rollers
and Summer Love Sensation in
'74. D. Bowie- who must be present in every music fan's Top 10and Suffragette City was especially recorded to death. In the
punk era, the Sex Pistols (of
course) and Anarchy in '77, Sick
of You by The Stooges, and Jigsaw
And so - the Big Question Feeling, Siouxsie and the Ban- What of the future? With a hit
shees. In the early '80s Decades by single in the form of The Rattler
Joy Division, and the brilliant (which has even been played on
Party Fears Two by The daytime Radio 1 - Wow!) , a
Associates. More recently he was video on · The Tube, and various
influenced by the Cocteau Twins' interviews
"trendies",
with
From the Flagstone, and finally a what'll happen now? "I'd like to
plug for the Hook 'n' Pull Gang record an album ," says Martin ,
With Gasoline. (Metcalfe and co. "but that takes money - someare bosom buddies with the HP thing we don't seem to have much
Gang , and Metcalfe himself rates of." Pity. But somehow I don't
them even higher than Jesus and think it will be goodbye Mr Macthe Mary Chain - No doubt due Kenzie .
to singer Eileen McMullen's raspy
Jane Carlton

and they sound bloody good. Live
Cocteaus is no compromise. The
inclusion of Lazy Calm came as a
pleasant surprise, and stood as
one side of a varied set. Hitherto
Pink Orange Red and the perennial Pearly-Dewdrops' Drops provided peaks in a gig that was on a
contir.ual high. The band played
faultlessly, with no problems from
the drum-machine. The overall
sound balance was perfect. Barrowland , though grotty, at least
has good acoustics. Elizabeth's
voice, powerful and elegant, at
times chidllike, had the crowd
transfixed as she stood, shyly
enjoying the attention, and continually tugging at her fingers in
time with the music.
I was amazed at the effortless-.
ness of the whole thing . The Cocteau Twins were totally unpretentious , pleasingly down to earththey even seemed surprised that
anyone wanted an encore. And
they gave us two-Aikea Guinea,
then Robin rewound the drumtapes for a second hearing of
Pearly-Dewdrops' Drops Excel·
lent.
Alun Graves

Wanna rent a suit?
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NOT THE PRESIDENTS'
BALL
Chambers Street

Tom McEwan? Never
heard of him? Same here, so I
approached with an open
mind which was instantly
bolted shut on seeing/hearing
him.

Every song, sentiment and
slice of merry banter was so
cliched as to be quite hilarious.
Most enjoyable in a curiously perverse way.
Didnae see the magician .
I had high hopes for The
Primevals through having been
mildly impressed by them in FSO.
They play a rock ' n' roll thrash
that gets very quickly monotonous and their singer looks like Jim
Kerr, surely not deliberately.
All in all, a very mediocre evening's entertainment.
Andy Shearer

WELCOME TO EDINBURGH
WHERE WILL YOU BUY YOUR
BROWN RICE NOW?
REAL FOODS offer the best selh.uon of
natural foods in town. Everything \oUU could
want plus things you've never heard of! Try
some organically grown wine - thn1Y different varieties expenment with
Japanese foods - largest imponer 1n the
UK - sample vegetarian haggis, enjoy our
own brand oatcakes and .....olemeal
shonb.reads .

DROP INTO REAL FOODS
27 Broughton St. or 8 Brougham St.
5571911
2281651
Tollcross
(nr. top Leith Walk)

WE'LL HELP YOU FEEL AT HOME

·TH·EATRE

F
Lothian Rd
2282688
CHOOSE ME
Nov 13-14; 2.30, 4.30
Alan Rudolph's depiction of a
young lady and her involvement
in the mating industry.
WHEN RAVEN FLIES
Nov 13; 6.15, 8.30
Revenge in Iceland no less!
TERMINATOR plus ANDROID
Nov 14-15; 2.15, 6.45
The original he-man Arnold
Schwarzenegger causes many a
ripple as he splats his opponents
with extreme prejudice. 'Android'
is a futuristic look at King's Buildings in the 21st century
SURE THING plus
DESPERATELY SEEKING SUSAN
Nov 13-15; 7.00
Everyone's favourite alsatian ,
Madonna, rears her ugly head
again, If you missed it at Film Soc
you could well miss it here too.
'Sure Thing ' tells of an American
bum and girlie swot who fall in
love, hitching to California.
ELVIRA MADIGAN
Nov 16; 6.45, 8.45
All these Swedish films and not
even a glimpse of a massage parlour! In this film it's probably a DIV
job as a sickeningly beautiful
young female falls in love in a
rose-spectacled summer romance
TROUBLE IN MIND
Nov 16-19; 8.30
Another Alan Rudolph film about
a couple drawn into crime and corruption in Rain City, Seattle.
BRIGADOON
Nov 17; 5.45, 8.15
Gene Kelly in the film of the ghost
town on the Scottish moors that
only wakes up for one day in every
hundred years.
A CHORUS LINE
Nov 17-19; 2.30, 6.00
Get your ' high leg' leotards and
tap shoes on and boogie on
down ! Well, almost. Richard
Attenborough directs this multimillion cast of high-kickers in his
version of the Broadway hit.
PASSING GLORY plus RIVETER
Nov 18; 6.15,8.15
Nov 19; 6.15
Nov20; 3.00
Two short films from the grand
old city of Glasgow. The first, winner of the Scottish Film Prize,
focuses on the funeral of Spanish
Civil War veteran Jessie McFarlane. T' other explores the relationship with a boy and his
unemployed father.
THE HARD CELL
Nov 19; 8.15
A look at the use of animation in
the, often humorous, depiction of
political events of the past 70
years.

DOMINION
Newbattle Terrace

447 2660
HEAVENLY PURSUITS
2.15, 5.15, 8.15
Tom Conti and Helen Mirren star
together in this hysterical Glaswegian comedy about a Catholic
school teacher who finds his faith
challenged by a set of minor
domestic miracles.
TOP GUN
2.30, 5.30, 8.30
You 've seen the popvideo, now
swoon at the muscles. Yep, big 'n'
hunky Tom Cruise sets out determined to put the world to rights
ROOM WITH A VIEW
2.00, 5.00, 8.00
A shift to some real culture in
Cinema 3 with the beautiful adaptation of E. M . Forste r's novel of a
toung girl's awakeni ng wh ile o n a
rand tou r of Euro e.

BEDLAMLYCEUM
ANGELIC CONVERSATION
THE BIG SLEEP
George Square Theatre
16 Nov; 6.45,8.15
The first is Derek Jarman's contribution to the Outre Shakespeare season, with Judi Dench
reading his Sonnets, interpreted
as homosexual love poems.
Bogart stars as Philip Marlowe in
the second
·
PEPPERMINT FREEDOM

M
George Square Theatre
19 Nov; 6.45, 8.45
Peppermint Freedom looks at
post-war Germany through the
eyes of a child whilst in M, criminals help hunt down a child killer
because of the police clampdown
he is causing.
THE 5,000 FINGERS OF DR.T
TOP HAT
Pleasance
14 Nov; 6.45, 8.25
A boy fantasises about his evil
piano teacher in the first film while
the second is vintage Fred and
Ginger - just a week too late for
the Presidents' Ball.
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Lothian Rd
2293030
TOP GUN
2.15, 5.15, 8.15
Yup, yup, yuppy ! A marvellous
exhibition of all that made
America great. Leather-jacketed
hunks on bulging motorbikes pursuing mini-skirted aeronautics
professors and the ever glorious
F-14, a veritable monument to the
American killing machine. Ronnie' ll love it.
LEAGE L EAGLES
2.35, 5.25, 8.15
Robert Redford takes a break from
reti rement (and still looks as good
as ever) t o play a lawyer trying to
prosecute a beautiful young girl,
played by Daryl Hannah, and has
to get to grips with her and her
cool attorney (Deborah Winger) in
more ways than one.
HIGHLANDER
2.10, 5.10, 8.10
Christopher Lambert plays an
immortal Highlander (lain Catto
was never like this) who comes to
New York to do battle with Sean
Connery.

2 Forrest Rd
2259873
MAKE THEM EAT COAL
1pm; 19 Nov
75p members; £1.50 not
By Ben Simons.
A home-grown avant on the miners' strike . There's nothing like
social comment on a lunchtime.
All washed down with a free lunch
of course.
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Grindlay Street
229 9697
MACBETH
Till 29 Nov; 7.45 pm
From £2.50
By His Royal Highness,, Sir William " I am the foundation of
Engl ish Literature " Shakespeare
(or "Willy Shaky " as my friend
Serena calls him). This is the alltime Scottish schools classic all
about the over-ambitious " Thane
of Fife" .

~~~~~~~~~~~-

2 Leven Street
2291201
SCOTTISH OPERA
Till 15 Nov; 7.15 pm
Saturday matinee 2.15 pm
Tickets £3-£15
Concessions available
(I should hope so!)
The bad news is that the Bizet
opera is sold out. But you can still
go and see IOLANTHE on the 12th
and 15th Nov, or INTERMEZZO on
13 Nov. That is, if you 've nothing
better to do - like washing your
hair.

ASSEMBLY

R 0

0

M S

George St
2281155
BIG SHENANIGAN
1.5 Nov; 8pm
Tickets : £2.50 (£1 .50)
The big bill with the big names in
alternative Scottish entertainment. All in all, the Merry Mac Fu n
Co., Bing Hitler, The Redheads,
Alexander Sisters, Vic and Barry,
The Proclaimers, and so it goes
on . It also has a late bar so you
have absolutely no excuse. .

TRAVERSE NETHERBOW
112 West Bow, Grassmarket

43 High Street
2262633
556 9579
REQUEST PROGRAMME
TAM O'SHANTER
Till 16 Nov; 7.30 pm
Till 22 Nov; 1.30 pm and 7.30 pm
Members £3.50; cone £2
£2.50 (cone £1.50)
By Franz Xavier Kroetz (impresA pu ppet version of Robert " A u ld
sive, huh?). Performed by Eileen
Lang Sy ne should have got to
Nicholas. A Fringe First Award
number one" Burns' classic. Wi ll
Winner. A solo drama characteris_ the sli ghtly t ipsy Ta m make it over
ing one woman 's loneliness and
the_ keyston e of the bri dge in time?
desperation in her nice neat Pleasance flat. (One of these words is
incorrect - you can guess which
one it is.)

T H E A T R E
WORKSHOP

DID YOU SEE THAT?
18-23 Nov; 7.30 pm
Prices as above
Performed by Nickelodeon (n me
Out street entertainers of the
year) . A series of workshops in
movement techniques (sounds
interesting! ) will be held by the
group during the week of t heir
performance.

34 Hamilto n 'Place
225 5425
PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE
Ti ll 15 Nov; 8 pm
Presented by the Theatre de Complicit e (at a guess th is bunch could
be French). This show should suit
students as it's about sex, love
and jealousy, with family, beds,
tea and fru strat ion.

EXHIBS

=O=D__
E_O_~N TA LB 0 T RICE FRUITMARKET
G A L L E R Y GALLERY

6611331
South Cerk st
RUTHLESS PEOPLE
2.00, 6.00, 8.40
From the makers of 'Airplane'
comes another movie full of all the
slapstick comedy and coarse
humour. Unfortunately it falls flat
on its backside as the loudmouthed crowd succeed only in
making you strangle the next
American you see.
EXTREMITIES
1.45, 5.50, 8.15
Let no comment be made of the
obvious link between Farrah Fawcett and her interaction with the
title; this is her debut as a serious
actress, gasp!
MONA.LISA
2.15, 5.45, 8.30
Highly acclaimed film starring
Bob Hoskins and Michael Caine as
escorts to a v. classy prostitute in
the New York underworld.
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228 4141
Home St, Tollcross
SID AND NANCY
4.20, 6.40, 9.00 Last day 20th
The much criticised. much praised
story of Sid Vicious and girlfriend
Nancy w ho dragged the poor,
innocent young chap int o dru11s
and eventually to his doom .

Old College, South Bridge
6671011
Till 13 Dec
PRINTS FROM PEACOCK: Yet
another long-term institution this one's on till the end of term .
Portraying prints from Aberdeen's
Peacock Printmakers.
Mon-Sat 10-5 pm

29 Market St reet
225 2383
Tue-Sat 10-5.30
Till 3 Jan
FROM TWO WORLDS : A longlasting exhibition (they always
seem to be at th is time of year). If
you've nothing better to do, why
not pop in for a bit of cultural
experience?

GALLERY OF S C 0 T T ·I S H
MODERN ART GALLERY
Belford Road
Mon-Sat 10-5 pm; Sun 2-5 pm
n1123 Nov
WILLIAM SCOTI: This one's still
on and What's On is still giving it
pride of place. Correct place, correct time, correct exhib; what
more could a regular exhib addict
ask for?

94 George Street
225 5955
Till 26 Nov
JAMES COWIE : Various paintings, drawings etc.
ALFONS B. JANSINSKI : New
paintinQs.

NATIONAL
LIBRARY
F L Y I N G George IV Bridge
COLOURS 2264531
35 William Street
2256776
Tues-Fri 11-6; Sat 10-1
A new gallery showing contemporary works from Scotland and
Italy.

Mon-Fri 9.30-5; Sat 9.30-1
n1110Jan
REPATRIATION : Just for all those
who didn't real ise Edinburgh was
actually in Scotland - an ex hib
P.xhibit ing (what else?) works
recently returned to this ho m e-

C>DE O N
A sta ndard £1.50 student
from Su nd ay to Thursday.
cost you £2.60. All cinemas

PC> IVll N

Stu dents pay £1 .20 for all
T he only exception is the I
only non-smoking part oft
shut on Sundays.

FI LIVIH
Matinees cost 50p ; early
£1.20. These tickets are on
mance starts. No concessi
you can book these in a
cinemas.
Members get in free to ai
can be purchased in adva
week and from the Postgi
Place, at the weekend. Me

B E.DLA

All tickets fo r lun chtime pr
your consumpti o n. Mem
allows reductio ns on all f
are held every Monday
interested in an y aspect of!"

TRAVE
Exclusive offer th is yearfll
which allows m any benefle
Sunday perform ance; £2fide
before performance; tree,T
theatre clubs in Britain.
Th ey offer a plastic card
two t ickets at concession
mance). Check at box offi

ESCA
Edinburg h Student Char'.
(225 4061) contrary to th
offices at any t ime during
time secretary, or alternat

SN C>

·-

s tudents are welcomed 1"""
Orchestra concerts at the a
ava ilabl e from 7 p m each

CAIVI E

Afternoon shows cost £1
pm) are £2.70.

UNIVENTS M U S I C
TH U R 1 3 N 0 V _S_A_T_1_5_N_O_V THU R 1 3 N 0 V SAT

ate holds in all cinemas
the weekends entry will
oking.
sin Cinemas 1, 2 and 3.
hows in Cinema 3-the
ncidentally, this place is

"E

s (Sunday-Friday) cost
minutes before perforr main evenin g films but
0. Non-smoking in both

, s. Guest tickets (£1 .25)
Union Shop during the
s' Union, 24 Buccleuch
on sale at all shows.
lu de soup and bread for
Bedlam is £2.00, which
m Com mittee meetings
in the theatre. Anyone
lways welcome.

I

hip: £4 for four years,
lude a free ticket to any
ltandby ticket 10 minutes
erse Bar and many other

ich allows you to claim
off cost of any perfor-

in 17/19 Guthrie Street
ent Di ary. Pop i nto the
to meet Linda, the fuller.
to all Scottish National
Tickets cost £2 and are

g.

Perform ances (7.00, 9.00

PLEASANCE JAZ.Z
Pleasance Bar
8pm
The Jazz will be on from 9.
WOMEN'S GROUP
Somerville Room at the Pleasance
7.30 pm
" Violence and Women ": discussed with a member from
Woman's Aid.
JAMES NAUGHTIE
DHT Lecture Hall 'A'
7.30 pm
The Guardian's chief political correspondent on ''Stranger than Fiction : Mrs Thatcher's Government
and the Media" . Certainly a very
worthwhile evening if you haven't
anything planned.
POETRY SOCIETY
Chambers St Union
7.30 pm
The Concrete Poetry Movement
represented : Edwin Morgan reading and discussing his work.
ARCHAEOLOGY SOCIETY
Archaeology Dept
7.15 pm
Peter Hill on the Whithorn Excavation.
KB LUNCHTIME TALK
6th Level Common Room
1.10pm
Discussion on the Mosque in
Islamic Society'.

FRI 14 NOV
CLUB KASUMO
Potterrow
8-1 am
The New York Pig Funkers causing havoc upstairs.
HOT AIR BALLOON CLUB
Southsider
8.20-9.30 pm
For those interested in a Humber
Bridge Balloon meet: appear
tonight or call 667 2171.
MEGA DISCO
Teviot Row Union
8-2am
If past weeks are anything to go
by, get here early for the excellent
Mega-Disco upstairs. Happy hour:
9-10.
ECONOMICS SOCIETY
That Phone Box outside Teviot.
1.15pm
Visit to The Scotsman offices :
worth arriving early: limited numbers for this one.
CONSERVATIVE A~SOCIATION
Middle Reading Room, Teviot
1pm
Tory Open Committee Meeting
CELLAR BAR DISCO
Chambers St Union
8pm
Satiate the end-of-week blues: a
Happy Hour (8-9).
With music through to 12.
LES ESCOGRIFFES
French Dept Basemertt
lpm

SAT

15

NOV

CSU CEILIDH
Teviot Row Union
7.30 pm
Pick up tickets at the door for
£1 .50.
SUPERTROG DISCO
Chambers St Union
8pm
Live tonight - The Heaters.
CHILDREN'S HOLIDAY VENTURE
McEwan Hall
lpm
Grand Jumble Sale for Edinburgh's deprived children.
STUDENT AID
South Oueensferry
Sam
Student Aid's latest exploit: surfing across the Forth! Pick up a
sponsorship form or take part in
numerous other activities : cycling, rowing etc. There's always
the safe refuge of Hawks End pub
- 667 5099 for further informa-

FRIENDS OF PALESTINE
Pleasance
am
11
D
h
d .
ay sc 00 1 ea 1mg with all
aspects of Palestine: Past, Present
and Future.

SUN 16 NOV
METH SOC
Nicolson Sq Church
8pm
Rev. Easton chairing " Methodism
and the Young " .
SUNDAY SERVICE
Chaplaincy Centre
11 am

MON17NOV
THIRD WORLD FIRST
Ochil Room, Pleasance
7.30 pm '
Further Namibian discussion.
MODERN DANCE SOCIETY
BALLET CLASS
Chambers St Ballroom
7-8pm
SCAG
Wilkie House
7pm
" Sing or swim" - activities on
offer tonight.

TUES 18 NOV
LAW STUDENTS COUNCIL
AGM
Old College: Rm 175
1pm
AGM including a motion supporting EUSA's affiliation with the
Scottish Assemblv Movement.
SCOTTISH NATIONALIST
ASSOCIATION
Braid Room at the Pleasance
7.30 pm
SNP Energy spokesman, Kerr
MacGregor, in the light ofTorness
and Dounreay.

Playhouse Theatre
7.30pm ; £5.50,£4.50
Are they still around?

King's Theatre
7.15pm;£3-£15
Gilbert & Sullivan operatta about
a queer who becomes an MP (so
what's new?).

LA PAZ
Preservation Hall
9 pm; Free

SUN 16 NOV

STUDENT CHRISTIAN
MOVEMENT
Chaplaincy Centre
7.30pm
Where
does
m1ss1on
and
evangelism come in our lives
today?
GREEN BANANA CLUB
Potterrow
8pm
LIVING MARXISM
Teviot Row Union
7.30 Pn:'
DEBATE
Teviot Middle Reading Room
6pm
BAHA'I SOCIETY
AFB Room 10
1pm
" Spiritual Solutions to
Problems. "
MIDWEEK SERVICE
Chaplaincy Centre
1.10 pm

TAM WHITE AND THE DEXTERS
Preservation Hall
9 pm ; Free
That (must I say it again?) raunchy
rhythm 'n' blues band at their regular Sunday slot.

BILLY JONES
Lord Darnley
9.30 pm ; Free
Pop/Folk
INTERMEZZO
King's Theatre
7.15pm; £3-£15
Richard Strauss opera about a
wife checking up on her unfaithful
husband.

GO WEST
Playhouse
7.30 pm; £5.50, £6.50, £7.50
They are so good that British Telecom now use their music for their
adverts. (High praise indeed I
don't think!)

sea
Queen's Hall
7.45 p01 ; £3-£8.50
Peter Maxwell Davies' new work,
"An Orkney Wedding with Sunrise", gets its second sea performance. There is also music by
Haydn, Stravinsky and Mozart.

MON17NOV
BILLY JONES
Preservation Hall
9pm; Free
Billy is a pop-folk freak which
means that he stands up and plys
his guitar and sings nice little
tunes. (If you have a better definition of a pop-freak, please hand in
your entries to " Ralph-at music" if
you seen him walking down the
street. He's the one with the blue
hair.)

FRI 14 NOV
MR RHYTHM
Preservation Hall
9 pm; Free
SNO
Usher Hall
7.30 pm ; £2-£8
Music from Wagner (Tristan and
Isolde), Berg and Beethoven.

TUES 18 NOV

CARMEN
King's Theatre
7.15 pm; £3-£15
Th is English translation of the
famous opera is SOLD OUT.

KYRO K"ASBAH
Preservation Hall
9 pm ; Free
Hope they play better than they
can spell!

SHAKIN' STEVENS
Playhouse
7.30 pm; £5, £6
I suppose he's not bad for a man
of sixty-three.

WED19NOV

SAT

WED19NOV

NOV

-10-LA-NT_H_E_ _ _ _ _ __

DEBATE
Trades Club, Picardy Place
(ie th!'! other side from the
Playhouse)
7.30 pm
"Cure Aids Not Gays": a high
standard of debating in store with TOTAL AND THE BOSTONS
excellent representation from all Preservation Hall
· 1 pm; Free
sides.
MODERN DANCE SOCIETY
AVALON
Chambers St Ballroom
Preservation Hall
CONTEMPORARY CLASS
9pm; Free
6.15-7.15 pm
What a pretentious, unimaginaMODERN CLASS
tive name!
7.30-8.30 Beginners
8.30-9.30 Non-Beginners
LABOUR CLUB
Chaplaincy Centre, Room 2
5.30 pm
Find out what one of your Euro
MPs looks like - David Martin on
Labour's plans for the EEC.

15

HAWKWIND

15

CHARLIE McNAIR'S JAZZ BAND
Preservation Hall
9 pm ; Free
Trad/Swing.

NOV

COMMUNARDS
Playhouse
7.30 pm; SOLD OUT
And I'm not surprised!
If you have a ticket then you're in
for a great night, if you haven't
then you could always go to see.
Charlie McNair's Jazz Band at the
Preservation Hall.

*

~D~MHOUS~
PATRON: BELL'S SCOTCH WHISKY

Cinema1

88 LOTHIAN ROAD

Thur 13-Sat 15 7.00 pm

A SURE THING+ DESPERATELY SEEKING SUSAN
Sun 16-Sat 29 6.00 pm & 8.00 pm (not 6.00 pm Sundays)

TROUBLE IN MIND
Thursday 20th 7.00 pm
Special Guest Appearance MICHAEL POWELL

GONE TO EARTH
Late night Sat 22nd

MAD MAX 3
Cinema2

+ REPO MAN

Thur 13 6.15&8.30 pm

WHEN THE RAVEN FLIES
Fri 14, Sat 15 2.15 & 6.45 pm

TERMINATOR+ ANDROID
Sun 16th 6.45 & 8.45 pm

ELVIRA MADIGAN
Social

Mon 17 5.45 &8.15 pm

BRIGADOON

BOX OFFICE INFORMATION 228-2688
CONCESSIONS AVAILABLE FOR FULL TIME STUDENTS
(REMEMBER TO BRING YOUR STUDENT CARD)

0 horror, horror, hortor
DRAMA
MACBETH
Royal Lyceum ; until 29th Nov
Under the artistic direction of
Ian Wooldridge, the Lyceum has
spent the past two and a half years
trying very hard to win new
friends. Unless something pretty
drastic is done to the present production of Macbeth, it will risk
losing them all in the next two and
a half weeks.
As the curtain rose , few in the
packed house could have anticipated such a dismal outcome.
Perhaps the rain could be construed as a bit of a gimmick, but
with an impressive set, swirling
mist and gloomy lighting, it was a
highly atmospheric opening. And
then someone spoke. Or at least I
think they did , because l distinctly
saw a mouth opening and shutting. The water machine apparently had several settings, ranging from "gentle patter of raindrops over Morningside" to "torrential downpour on Arthur's
Seat" . By some infuriating means ,

AFTER MAGRITTE and
A MA TIER OF URGENCY
Adam House Theatre;
5th and 6th November
Thursday last was , as they say in
theatrical circles, a night of two
halves. One half was After Magby
that
well-known
ritte
playwright Tom Stoppard, and
the other was A Matter of Urgency
by Nigel Kent, who may have
something to do with the Urals as
well for all I know.
What bound these apparently
disparate productions was not
simply the fact that they were both
put on by Edinburgh University's
own Alternative Entertainments
Company but also the fact that
they both had policemen in them.
Jn the first , Andrew Folkard's
Inspector Foot dominated a play
which in many places seemed to
lack pacing. His manic , strutting,
hammed-up
performance
enlivened the proceedings no end,

Macbeth and Macduff
it always managed to deiiver the
latter during any attempt at
speech.
If all of Macbeth was set in
rainstorms, then the actors might
have an excuse for their perfor:
mances. Unfortunately for them ,
it isn 't and they haven 't. Rarely, if
ever, have I seen such a sustained
example of what can only be
described as autocue acti~g. To
begin with , the Macbeths.

Jonathan Hyde and Julie
Covington, brought to the
Lyceum (along with director Jules
Wright) especially for this production, gave incredibly flat performances. The gravelly voiced
Hyde played Macbeth with such
limited emotional range that you
could almost see the Bif legend, " I
wish I was deep and not just
macho" stamped across his
breastplate. There was simply no

although he did tend to speak too
quickly , and some of his lines
were lost.
Jn general the play seemed surprisingly laboured for a Stoppard:
lines which should have been
light, witty and throwaway somehow thudded off the stage and
sunk between the floorboards.
The cast did try admirably, but
unfortunately After Magritte
served only as a rather stodgy ·
hors' d'oeuvre to the feast which
followed.
For if Stoppard failed to deliver
then Nigel Kent did not disappoint. From the first to the last ,
his complicated tale of intrigue,
double dealing, lust and murder
was entertaining, well paced and
exceedingly funny.
It may seetn unfair to single out
any individual member of the
cast, but undoubtedly , for the second time, the policeman stole the
show. Gordon Dempster's Inspector McHarg was a magnificent
comic creation, diving across the

CLASSICAL
EDINBURGH UNIVERSITY
SINGERS
Reid Hall; 8th Oct
The Edinburgh University Singers, under the able direction of
John Grundy , presented an
interesting programme last Saturday night. Apart from the piano
accompaniment to the solo pieces
all the works were performed
unaccompanied. The concert
began with a suitably joyful
rendering of William Byrd's hymn
Haec Dies. In contrast , the next
work, La Deploration de Jehan
Okegem, was a 16th century
lament by Josquin Prez for his
teacher in the form of a Requiem
overlaid with an allegorical poem.
This moving piece was given a rich
and well-tempered performance.
Schubert's songs have long
been recognised as being amongst
the finest available to the solo
singer. Sam King gave a fine mellow rendition of three songs from
Winterreise, expressive, piercing,
poetic. Unfortunately this was
slightly marred by some rather
careless left-hand playing in the

piano accompaniment. This was
followed by Alison Cole who sang
firstly Tell Me , Lovely Shepherd,
a delightful love song by Boyce,
and then later , five· songs on a
nature theme . Ms Cole has a powerful and sonorously piercing
voice which she deployed to good
effect to produce sensitive and
well-wrought renditions of all six
songs.
Of the remaining choral pieces
that of Hans Gal was of special
local interest , as Gal , now in his
nineties, was formerly a librarian
at Edinburgh University'. His
Hymn to Diana is a pastoral madrigal which fitted in well to the
programme , but Invocation is a
bland and rather dull work. Next
came three songs by another 20th
century composer, Gerald Finzi.
Of these the best was a delicate
rendition of a setting of a poem by
Bridges, Clear and Gentle
Stream. The concert concluded
with Make We Joy , a modem
carol, written in almost medieval
style by Stephen Dodsworth . A
vigorous and well-rounded performance which brought the evening to a successful close.

minimalist set in camp parody ot
every camp cop there ever was.
WHITE LIARS
But not one member of Nigel
Bedlam; 5th November
Kent's cast failed him last ThursHere was the perfect unio n of
day: from Graeme Clark's fabulously relaxed performance as the so-called amateur theatre and
wayward John , through Jean Mil- professionalism . H ere was Uniton and John Fairfoul's inspired
double act as the Colonel and his
wife , to Angie Williamson's
scheming, seductive Eva , they all
performed admirably in a farce
-which incorporated every cliche in
the mystery scriptwriter's book
and sent each one up beautifully.
If every AEC show came out as
well as A Matter of Urgency did ,
then the Bedlam would be in for
£[
some very , serious competition
indeed .
·
A mixed evening? Certainly , ._~~~~~~~~~~ c
but perhaps the real message to -versity Student Theatre at its best.
the Alternative Entertainments
Lisa Gornick in particular, as
Company is that it can be at its the embittered Baroness Lembest when it realises its limitations burg, was startlingly convincing as
and uses its own , home-grown she began to weave a gin-induced
talents to the full.
web of falsehood and brittle truth
David Stenhouse in a world where "what goes down

Yet these are irrelevancies
merely the backdrop of a produc'.
tion that had no fo reground. So
utterly unmoving and unconvi ncing was it that I could scarcely
believe I was watching a professional perform ance. Perhaps it
will improve: I hope so. ln the
meantime, Fleanc;e had the right
idea. Having escaped his fat her's
assassins , he must have kept on
running , failing to reappear at the
curtain-call (of 13 actor& , would
you believe). Smart kid .
Colin Hancock

:1

SNO
Usher Hall; 7th Oct
This year marks the 100th
anniversary of the death of Listz.
As part of the centenary celebrations, the SNO presented his
Dante Symphony , a little-heard
work which is overshadowed by
the better-known Faust Symphony. On the evidence of Friday's performance, this relative
obscurity
is
undeserved.
Although some of Liszt's musical
responses to the Inferno do seem
rather literal, the symphony contains many extremely beautiful
passages , particularly the andente
amoroso of the 1st movement
which received a delicate and suitably restrained performance.from

BOOKS
BOUGHT AND SOLD
CASH PAID

•

TILL'S BOOKSHOP
1 Hope Park Crescent
(Buccleuch Street)

Scott C. Styles

the scene in which Macduff discovers the awful crime. Now I Will
allow that "O horror , horror, hor.
ror" is not the easiest of all
Shakespearean lines to deli er
but I can honestly say that I hav~
never before heard it received
with a giggle from the audience.
What else can I say? The set was
impressively bleak and we ll used·
the lighting and soundtrack wer~
very atmospheric (although !he
latter was occasionally intrusive);
a nd the dumping of Banquo's
body unde r a pile of rotting leaves
was the one moment of successfull y dramatised evil in the play.

indication of any psychological
burden of guilt: the only crime he
could conceivably have committed was that of murdering his
lines.
" Unsex me, " cries Lady Macbeth, and the part demands at the
very least a vixenish steak from an
actress. The ambition may well be
within Macbeth , but his wife must
spur him on to the slaughter. Julie
Covington ,
soft-spoken
and
feminine , would have had difficu lty in persuading hubby to be
back from battle in time for supper.
With two such lead performances , the rest of the cast were
always going to be fighting a lost
cause. Most just rolled over in submission from the start , giving the
distinct impression of (f\erely
going through the motions and
delivering lines with as much conviction as a child recites the 12
times table. Macduff (Barrie
Rutler), on the other hand , obviously deciding that it was left to
him to save the world (and play) ,
stood and fought for all he was
worth , bludgeoning every phrase
to the ground.
The acting reached its nadir in

6lJ7 0895

must go downer" . The second
marvellous dialect accent was pro·
vided by the pseudo-Yorkshire
"we lived in a shoebox" character
0IT01n, played by Nick Glynne
who was adequately supported by
Simon Bayly as the desperate and
elusive homosexual.
The pl ay itself is an intricate
mixture of paradox , appearance
and lie. Lies are used to hide, to
manipulate, but more deadly than
these , to dream, to create and to
escape: but only into a state which
is perhaps more evil than the one
they came from.
Baroness Lem burg, in her hide·
ously grey room in Grimouth-on·
Sea, wails that the lie is both "re·
grettable" as is " most of contemporary life" but perhaps subsconsciously necesary in order to save
her shimmering lake from drown-·
ing in a stale tea , and to rescue the
tenuous softness of the strings
being torn by the piercing silence
of reality.
Rebecca Palmer
also included a symphonic poem
by Scottish composer Wallace,
The Passing of Beatrice. This was ,
an inoffensive work with some
beautiful moments, but which , in
this rather perfunctory performance, seemed uninspired and
bereft of musical inventiveness.
Colin Moodie

the orchestra. The symphony
ends on a setting of the Magnificat
for women's chorus , beautifully
sung on Friday njght and incisively enough to prevent the
music sounding over sweet and
overtly sanctimonious.
Maintaining a thematic link
through Dantti, the programme

The Allsop Memorial Lecture
will be given by

JAMES NAUGHTIE
(Guardian Chief Political Correspondent)
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Atkinson: Producing meaning
~d" Atkinson is one of the most important figures in the political art
1110vement in Britain. Edinburgh University, not usually thought of as a hot-bed
of radical thought, has just appointed him as Artist in Residence for six months.

"Artists are cultural producers
_ they are producers of meaning." A stateme~t from Com.ad
Atkinson , the U01vers1 ty artlst-mresidence , who in the eyes ~! the
art critic Lucy R. L!ppard, puts
together our expenences of the
orld to make sense, m a way we
wan all understand it". His
acttitudes towards
. the .world bring
to the University a unique e nergy ,
ready to be shared with every student , in order to reveal the truth
about society and culture .
Conrad Atkinson , born in
Cleator Moor, West Cumbria,
studied at Carlisle a nd Liverpool
College of Art before moving to
London to study at the Royal
Academy Schools. Art school
seemed for Conrad Atk inson to
be a "nice lifestyle" in comparison
with his other option - to join his
father down the mines. His potent
attitudes towards culture arose
from his experiences of the sixties,
in particular the year 1968. when
there was a profound discovery
that one could make your own culture out of your own experiences.
The sixties opened up all polemics
- including the women's movement and the question why art was
a privileged discourse . There was
a need for cu ltural problems to be
disclosed. Atkinson recognised
that actions and impact of experiences played an effective role in
exposing cultural problems of the
world. He feels even today that
the words of Elvis Presley 's

Heartbreak Hotel - "Well , since
my baby left me , I've found a new
place to dwell/It's down at the end
of lonely street called Heartbreak
Hotel" - reveal the necessity to
expose cultural problems through
a form of communication which

of records, videos , and at present
he is enjoying producing postcards. The use of words, images,
and texts all culminate in placing
everything in a specific context
which can only enhance the ability
to expose the ideas of society.

~~~~--....-~~~~
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"Ulster"
we can all understand.
Abstraction flourish ed in the
sixties and seventies, however ,
Conrad Atkinson reacted against
the concepts of "art as a purely
visual sensation" . Therefore he
welcomed wholly the involvement
of new media and technology in
the world of fine art, recognising.
this media as a necessity to convey
experiences. Therefore Atkinson
be lieves there is nothing which he
would not do on a picture , no
medium which he would not use.
His work has included the making

Atkinson views art as a quality
decision - therefore an artist
could be from the art of journalism, or the art of plumbing.
The heavy lite rary tradition
found in Britain caused Conrad
Atkinson to recognise the secondary position of art in British society. He feels that Britain produces
tfie worst painters in the world:
this , he stresses, is not a racist
remark but a reflection upon the
inadequacy of the support struct~re in Britain which tries to mix
the artist with the law , society and

the system. Therefore it is out of
necessity to earn a living that Conrad Atkinson exhibits widely in
Britain, America , Australia and
Europe. Naturally British literary
tradition plays an important influential role in Atkinson's work:
he relates to the same kinds of
tradition as the English writer
Shelley, finding of interest Shelley's involvement with the Ireland
campaign.
Conrad Atkinson regards art
less as a mo nolithic craft, but
more as a series of strategies and
tactics in response to various situations. This is reflected in his production of trade union banners as
a commissio n for the Northern
Region of the General and Municipal Workers' Union . Therefore
he would like to see the tutoring of
art as the teaching of concepts
through the ability to move across
infinite media .
A response to forms of strategy
and tactics enables Atkinson to
control the context of the image as
far as he possibly can, therefore
he produces work for a specific
place for that specific time. Naturally he comments that this manner
.of working will produce different
responses to wherever he finds
himself. H e felt it applicable to
display the works concerning the
Financial Tim es and the Wall
Street Journal at the Architecture
School , as an opportunity to
expose the marginalisation of culture.
Currently he has brought
together aspects of the past and
present: his work reflects both the
musician Buddy Holly and the
work of Hugh MacDiarmid. He is
unable to foretell what will be the
outcome of this piece
but

believes that it may well have
something to do with Scottishness
and Scottish culture. His involvement with the Windscales advertising campaign , producing a
series of doormats with different
texts upon them , could lead his
work to a project concerning the
anti-nuclear issues.
Conrad Atkinson's ability to
recognise issues and facts concerning society enables him to
expose ideas in a broad manne r,
through his abi lity to produce art
understandable by the present
world.
On 19th November at 6 pm in
the Fine Art Department , 19

Atkinson he preferred art
school to mining.
George Square , Conrad Atkinson
will be giving a talk about his life
and work.
Melanie Steel

tive exhibition of paintings, pastels and drawings by James Cowie
(1886-1956). Cowie, the son of an
Scottish Gallery; until 26th Nov
The three concurrent exhibi- Aberdeenshire farmer , was a
courageous, opinionated intellections at the Scottish Gallery this
tual who scorned the fashionable
month should cater for a range of
art world of his day , that of the
tastes - the artists represented
Edinburgh Colourists, setting
are as different as their chosen art
himself a very different goal. His
forms are va ried.
work is austere, linear and forceOn entry, the eye is met with an
fully realist , strongly based on
. alluring display of ceramics ,
.drawing and modulation of tone ,
but this classicism overlies
·Cowie's desire to convey the hid.den life below the surface of
things - Benno Schotz, his fellow
·student, described him as "a surrealist before we knew the word" .
.Each of Cowie's works took much
.time and alteration , and this
exhibition, mainly comprised of
'drawings and studies rather than
'finished works , is very important
Jin that light since it gives an insight
·into his working method.
The third secti.on .of the gallery
contains an exh1b1uon of recent
works by Kirkcaldy-based artist
Alfons Jasinski . Jasi nski's canvases are awash with vibrant, watjewellery, carving and screen- ery colour, upon which float the
prints , the recent produce of van- paraphernalia of his everyday life
ous artists. David Tucker's facile - fishing tackle, floats and lures,
"designer" bowls contrast with family snapshots, in addition to
Esperanza Romero's rather whim- some personal symbols
sical combinations of distorted Chinese puzzles in boxes , knot
ceramic shapes and witty , figura- puzzles, birds and images from
tive decoration, as in Small Bendy early childhood. They are hke colVase with Figures and Flowers. lages whose most evi~ent quality
Tessa Hare's wood carving is very is their sheer decorativeness and
attractive, reminiscent of Aztec use of pattern to break up the subart. But particularly noteworthy stantiality of the picture plane.
are the recent screenprints and But their essence, as the artist
ceramics by Bruce McLean , a admits, lies in their nature as peryoung Scottish artist who doesn't sonal codes - assembli«li of
confine himself to any one images and objects significan.t to
medium , and whose work , which the artist himself, which con1ure
features fields of primary colour up the feelings and effect of
with drawings scratched into important events in his life, events
them , is jangling, hot and which, he says, have confronted
immediate in effect.
him with the "puzzle of existence
The next section provides a and death" . Heavy stuff.
complete change with a retrospecAssunta Del Priore

3 EXHIBITIONS

Scottish Prints
ment Weather, Stonehaven Feein'
Market with the subtleties in Ian
Howard's De Chiroesque Palindrome or the intricacies of Art
Stew Opus B by Andy Stenhouse,
where the phone directory

EXHIBS

PEACOCK PRINTS
Talbot.Rice Gallery;
Until 6th Dec
Peacock, based in Aberdeen , is
at the moment one of seven
printmakers workshops in Scotland. The growth of the establishment itself is representative of the
resurgence in Scottish art. Here ,
anists from all over the world
come, simply to print their work
or participate in collaborative
projects - the most recent being
the Scottish Bestiary which is on
display in the gallery.

The exhibition itself is a celebration of Scottish prints , the earliest being the delicate engraving
Gethsemane (1931) by Ian Fleming who , with Makolm McCoig,
was one of the pnme movers m
setting up Peacock. It provides a
good cross-section. of .work,
demonstrating the wide vanety of
printing methods, so art~st and
onlooker alike can see its tremendous potential.
Images produced in screenprinting can be both bold or subtle ; compare the bold colour and
image of Malcolm McCoig's Incle-

develops into a pattern of hieroglyphics. The series of etchings by
Simon Frazer have lyrical and
atmospheric providing an almost
dreamlike quality to human and
beast, whereas the woodcut
Sparkling Spirals by Arthur Watson provides that simple crosshatching in black and white can
in
an
present
movement
extremely dramatic image. Bob
Bain's linocuts must be pointed
out for their sheer intricate brilliance, especially evident in
Quench Not the Spirit. A definite
comment upon the position of the
Scottish artist ; while everything
else plummets to its watery grave
the artist endures crucifixion for
the sake of his art.
Ruth Beardslookth's paper pulp
and etchings show how important
a role texture can play, whereas
Frank Pottinger executes threedimensional prints. It all goes to
demonstrate how experimental
one can be in this extraordinary
medium.
Alison Brown

I

Brain Fever

A troubled mind. Keith Carradine in the excellent 'Trouble in Mind ' .

TROUBLE IN MIND
FJLMHOUSE
Dir: Alan Rudolph
"Rain City" is more than a
place. It is a mental and physical
landscape you will reocgnise, and
yet find strage, without quite
knowing why. It is somewhere that
Alan Rudolph's Trouble in Mind
takes you.

Having been there, you won't
be sure whether you would like to
stay or leave as soon as possible.
The people, emotions and atmosphere are as intriguing as they are
disturbing.
In fact, nothing in Trouble in
Mind comprises itself into the
realms of black and white certainty , yet one is never aware of a
conscious effort to be unpredicta.ble. It is far too subtle for that.

Instead, the intricacies of character and tone creep up on one with
a curious reaction of acceptance
and wonder. Perhaps this is due to
the skilful suppression of melodrama, or the unexpected lastminute avoidance of cliche.
Or perhaps it is due to what
Rudolph calls "cross-pollination"? For Trouble in Mind does
in fact synthesise familiar elements from various genres, while

simultaneously managing to stay
out of them. Hawk, for example,
seems the stuff of the "hardened"
hero myth. An ex-cop and ex-convict. Yet his morality is as
uncategorical as his emotional
sensibility. He spent his prison
years reconstructing "Rain City"
in miniature, models which are as
realistic but vulnerable as his consuming relationship with Georgia ,
a paradigm of youth and beauty.
"Coop" is her boyfriend - jealous, volatile , easily mislead , but
ultimately classifiable as neither
good nor bad.
They come together in Wanda 's
Cafe, the archetypal mixture of
trash and charm , a character magnet , complete with deaf and dumb
cleaner, and Wanda , sharp ,
strong, kind , and one-time lover
of Hawk. Here Coop meets and
teams up with a blackmarketeer
who writes poetry and practises
Zen among other things. They
clash with underworld king Hilly
Billy (played superbly by divine)
- ruthless , eccentric, arty and
gay . Hawk gets involved with
Georgia , Coop, Hilly Billy, his
past, and his uncompromising
view of right and wrong. Trouble
cannot be avoided.
It gathers momentum outside
of the warm core of Wanda's
Cafe, in a city that borrows something from the decay and style of
Brazil or Bladerunner, but is still
very recognisable as contemporary America in a strangely timeless way. Armed militia patrol the

PSYCHO III

OTELLO

ABC
Dir: Anthony Perkins

Dir: Franco Zeffirelli

Every once in a while an actor
will come along who plays a part
so convincingly that he is forever
associated only as that character.
Such is the case with Anthony
Perkins, better known as the troubled hotel manager Norman
Bates, who was made notorious
by Hitchcock's 1960 film Psycho
Continually turned down for
other major roles because of his
eerily intense portrayal of the
mentally insane murderer, Perkins has only been able to make
significant film
appearances
through sequels. Psycho III is the
latest in the saga, and Perkins
agreed to the movie only if he was
given the chance to direct as well
as star in the film.
From the opening scenes we
can tell that Norman Bates,
despite 22 years in an insane
asylum, is not yet a normal man .
We find Norman back home
poisoning birds at a bird-feeder,
to use in his hobby as a taxidermist. He then takes the dead creatures in and proceeds to stuff them
on the kitchen table , between
bites of dinner. The real trouble
doesn 't start, however , until a
female reporter shows up to investigate the past, and a young
woman with confused religious
beliefs comes to stay at the motel.
As these two women occupy Norman's mind , we can see he still
harbours
deranged
feelings
towards the opposite sex.
Psycho III is well edited: Perkins cleverly splices black and
white flashbacks from the original
film to show the nightmarish visions which constantly torment
Norman. Overt religious symbolism abounds, which plays off
the film 's theme of horrible crime
and evil. Perkins has also done a
fine job of extending the tradition
·of Hitchcock; but be does , on

ABC

Translating an opera to screen,
especially one that's based on
Shakespeare, always presents certain risks . Zeffirelli , however, is
an old master at screen adaptation. He's perhaps most famous
for that spellbinding version of
Romeo and Juliet , but has
directed numerous other productions, Otello being his most recent
and probably most challenging
venture. Said to be Verdi 's
greatest tragic opera, it demands
enormous musical range and
energy from both its principal
tenor and baritone, Otello and
Iago.

streets ,
demonstrators
are \
.
everywhere, hairsty1es are radi.
cal, and money equals access
women and drugs.
This certainly doesn't put th
film into the futuri stic visio e
. . '
n
categ~ry, . yet
1t 1sn t quite
Amenca today . The conclusioni
characteristically ambiguous. l~
feehng sad, dehcate and poignant
in substance perhap sjust unlucky'.
One 1s left with lonely figures
embarking on new journeys away
from Wanda's Cafe. Will they
return? Nobody kn~ws. Through.
out the film there 1s a feeling of
causal
inevitability
existing
together with coincidence and
spontaneity.

The

emotions are unmistakeable
though , and one doesn't realise hoi
involved one has become with
the central romance until its
demise.
All this with excellent photography and soundtrack, and , oh
yes, humour, maybe even satire.
Kris Kristofferson is a treat as
Hawk. But then description is
questionable - the whole is its
achievement , and is of course not
made up of its parts - a much
larger gem.

Matthew Catting

here Zeffirelli has gone to town
putting Otelia on a lavish cinema·
tic scale, from the opening storm
to the towering stone columns of
Otello's castle and the spectacular
photography and costumes.
So , is there actually anything
wrong with this film , or have we
got a case of operatic and cinema·
tic perfection? Not en tirely.
There is a certain amount of musi·
cal bigotry on Zeffirelli's part.
One example is the way he's sim·
ply hacked away one of Desde·
mon's great set-pieces, "The WII·
low Song" in Act IV , because he
finds it "very boring", something
you might find irritating if you
know the opera.

Placido Domingo , playing
Otello, comes to the role with a
world-wide reputation . Standing
tall and magnificent , he pours fervour and emotion into his rich ,
powerful voice and has a largerthan-life presence that's exactly
right, whether he's controlling his
rowdy militia or declaring his allconsuming
passion
for
Desdemona.
Wo11ld you take a showe~ with this man?

•·

occasion , toy with the script.
Observe dialogue like this , after a
woman tires to commit suicide in
his hotel by slashing her wrists:
"I'm sorry, I guess I did make a
mess of your bathroom ."
"I've seen it worse ," replies
Perkins, with a smile to the audience .
Despite weak acting by his supportmg cast, Anthony Perkins is
brilliant as Bates. In Psycho III he
once again displays the strangely
innocent mannerisms of a disturbed killer with great skill, right
down to the psychotic twitchings
m his face. Although the film defi-

.

nitely lacks some originality in
s~npt and plot (how many variat!ons on the theme of Oedipal victim as mass murderer can you
have?), it moves along swiftly and
bmlds up to a powerful ending.
If you plan to see Psycho III
with the sole purpose of comparmg 11 to the original , you will be
sadly_ disappointed . But if you
take ti for what it is , a thriller with
an occasionally excellent shock
effect, it is well worth seeing.
Psycho Ill will begin runnmg
towards the end of the month.

Graham Benton

Justino Diaz ts impressive as
Iago , but not just for the stern ,
menacing quality of his voice. His
whole appearance emanates
devilry , from his sallow complexion to his dusky clothes, as tightly
fastened as his pursed and
crooked lips.
Katia
Ricciar~lli,
as
Desdemona , gives a polished
vocal performance, but maybe it's
because her character is so tediously noble that she's more
memorable for her startlingly
whJt_e skm and blue eyes. In fact it
is this equal importance of the visual and musical that makes the
film so watchable. Where a stage
performance would be restricted ,

Katia Ricciareiii as Desdemona.
Nevertheless this is musical
quibbling considering the film's
overall impact. It's certainly not
just for an operatic elite. It's mus·
ical drama at its most spectacular
and enjoyable.

Briony Sergeant
Due to the discriminating publi~'s
lust for "art'', Otelia will probab Y
leave the screens this weekend;
after a very short run , so ge
going ...
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Independent Guardian
"The Careers Service at university told roe I should be a hospital
administrator. I always remember
that. "
.
For James Naughlle, that
· dgement came just twelve years
J~o but his career has taken a
~m'ewhat differen t direction.
Instead of finding himself in the
higher echelons of the Health Service, Naughtie's meteoric rise has
taken him to one of the top JObs m
political journalism at the age of
just 35 .
Naughtie (pronounced, incidentally , as Nochty) has now been
with Th e Guardian for two years .
His attachment to political reporting grew in his previous job, as
one of The Scotsman's parliamencary team. His seven years with
that paper were preceded by two
and a half years with the Press and
Jo11mal in Aberdeen. He comes
from Rothiemay in Banffshire
and was at Aberdee n University.
Though he denies that getting
into journalism was ever an obsession, he says he didn't really want
to do anything e lse , a nd was lucky
to get in. He says th at one of the
attractions of the trade is that new
entrants to it do not necessarily
follow a structured career pattern ,
unlike some businesses. " It's not
like going into the Royal Bank of
Scotland. It's much more random
and unexpected," he says.
Thus when asked about his
future prospects, he replied that
he was equally unsure about what
he will be doing in ten years' tim e
as when he started in his first job,
"and I wouldn 't really like it any
other way", he states.
. Talking about his job as a political correspondent, it is clearly the
uniqueness of Parliament that has
drawn and kept him there .

Strange characters possessed by peculiar ambitions,
desires and weaknesses . . .
there's a lot of good gossip
around.
. He refers to the endless fascination to be gained from the bizarre
~haracters who haunt the place,
Strange characters possessed by
peculiar ambitions , desires and
weaknesses . . . there's a lot of
good gossip around , and so you sit
around and you have a good
time. "

However, Parliament does
have its darker side. It's a small
place, Naughtie says, and journalists meet politicians in social
~Ontexts a lot. Consequently,
/ 0 ~'ve got to be very careful you
on t get too close, you don't
become a member of the club" .
. This problem of journalists having to keep their distance in order
to. maintai n objectivity is some. ·thing not all politicians seem to
un.?erstand , Naughtie says.
The best politicians are the
~nes who realise that you can be a
1
; end on a. social level , but you
ave your JOb to do , and if you
Wnte something
which
is
Unfavourable they won 't come up
to
·
w you and say, ' We' re friends ,
hy did you write that?' ."
But. Naughtie says that not all
6°!1tic1ans. realise this. After
eing written about in an
~nfavourable way, some of them
ill come up to the journalist and

Tonight's .annual .Kenneth Allsop Memorial Lecture, arranged by EU Publications
Board, wall be given by James Naughtie, Chief Political Correspondent of The
Guardian. Last week Alastair Dalton spoke to him about his job and the theme of his
lecture, Stranger than Fiction: Mrs Thatcher's Government and the Media.

say, " but we thought you were
one of us". "T hey've no idea how
insulting that is," Naughtie comments.
Wh en asked whether Parliament looks the same on the inside
as it does from the outside ,
Naughtie advises that people
shou ld take the characte rs of Yes,
Minister as their guide to the way
politicians and civil servants
behave, rather than assuming that
they are all corrupt and cynical.

ters as John Pilger, Anna Coote,
and last year Do nald Trelford ,
editor of The Observer.
Naughtie's theme will be that of
the irony that the present Governme nt prides itself on being
devoted to the idea of freedom ,
yet in its dealings with the press its
performance has been the
antit hesis of this philoosphy. As

nard Ingham, and unattributable
briefings from other Ministers.
The Guardian recently decided
to continue attending Lobby
briefings, yet attribute information received from them to the
person who gave it. In contrast,
The Independent has boycotted
the Lobby altogethe r since its
launch last month.

"There are corrupt people,
there are cyni cal people , and they
are all definitely power hungry ,
but I don 't think they have quite
the quality of evil that some myths
invest them with. I think it's much
more a kind of bumbling
amateurism rather than professional cynicism. Most of them are
decent people , of one sort or
another , trying to do a relatively
honest job."
Naughtie says th at a lot of
politicians wish that they had
become journalists, and vice
versa, although he denies being
him self in the latter category: " I
don't wish I had become a politician; I would have been a useless
one anyway. "
On the subject of journalists,
and being a Scot too, I asked
Naughtie why , in the cliched
popular im agery of journalists
(and most recently the Murdoch
pigs in Spilling Image), they were
so often depicted as Scots.
He replied by claiming that
Fleet Street used to be run by
Scots and Geordies: "To some
exte nt th at's still true. " However,
he added that journalists are very
fond of creating images for themselves, "because they're basically
egocentric - you can't be in the
business if you aren 't".
In reality , he says, " there are as
many different kinds of people
who work in newspapers as there
are who work in anything else.
Stereotypes have been one of the
curses of the trade ."
What journalists need right
now is self-respect and integrity ,
he says, because they have
become caught in the middle between "dreadful owners on one
side and a dreadful Government
on the other" .

Naughtie's theme will be that
of the irony that the present
government prides itself on
being devoted to the idea of
freedom, yet in its dealings
with the press its performance has been the antithesis
of this philosophy .
The dreadful Government
which Naughtie refers to will be
the main focus of his lecture
tonight . It is titled Stranger then
Fiction: Mrs Thatcher's Government and the Media and will comprise this year's Kenneth Allsop
Memorial Lecture.
Kenneth
Allsop was a journalist and
former Rector of Edinburgh University , _a nd this annual event has
been host in recent years to such
eminent journalists and broadcas-

information rather than writing
stories.
But by taking the step the paper
has taken, Naughtie claims, the
Lobby has been forced to admit
th at the rules need changing, and
an internal inquiry is currently
underway .
According
to
Naughtie , " the present system
will last as long as Bern ard
Ingha m is there , which can only
be until the next election ".
Norman Tebbit's latest attack
o n the BBC is also likely to form a
significa nt part of tonight's lecture .
Naughtle seems to have a particular dislike for Tebbit among
politicians. He describes Tebbit's
attack o n the integrity and objectivity of BBC News during the
Libyan crisis as "mean and nasty",
a nd his behaviour as " appalling".
Na ugh tie refers to Tebbit's allegations as "a ridiculous document.
It's supposition , it 's innuendo, it's
unfair criti cism, highly prejudiced
in its tone , and reall y an embarrassment to a lot of people in the
Government. "

Tebbit's motivation stems
from a deeply ingrained
loathing of anything that is
owned and run by the public.

Naughtie reflecting on the misfortune of being educated at Aberdeen
University.
Photo: Oliver Lim
Naughtie's defence of his
examples of this , he will cite the
Westl and affair, the current con- paper's " halfway house" position
troversy over the Lobby system , is that to have ·1eft the Lobby
and Norman Tebbit's latest attack altogether would have made life
very difficult for The Guardian. In
on the BBC.
The lecture's title was taken particular, it would have meant
from a reply Mrs Thatcher gave journalists spending a lot of time
when questioned about the West- worrying about catching up with
land affair. When challenged that
the version of events she had put
forward to explain the facts were
not at all credible, Mrs Thatcher
replied , "Well , truth is sometimes
stranger than fiction. "

Tebbit's motiva tion is quite
simply "to bash the BBC",
Naughtie contends, a nd this stems
from " a deeply ingrained loathing
of anything that is owned and run
by the public". Naughtie offers
the view that if standards are falling in BBC News and Current
Affairs , this is not due to subversive infiltration but because
reporters are being discouraged
from making hard-hitting programmes because they cause trouble.
"Now if Norman Tebbit doesn't
like sloppiness, then he should
encourage the BBC to be vigorous
in an attacking form of journalism , because that's where the
hypocrisy of it comes out. "

e

James Naughrie's lecrure is
tonight at 7.30 pm in DHT Lecture Hall 'A '.

Although
the
thrust
of
Naughtie's argument is that the
present Government is engaged in
greater secrecy and a more cynical
manipulation of the press than
any previous one, he is aware that
this has tended to produce an
overreaction in his profession .
"Journalists occasionally get a
bit high-minded and self-important when they are talking about
the freedom of the press and the
dangers of closed government ,"
he says, "and it 's got to be kept in
perspective."
We turned to the Lobby system , where journalists could
indeed be accused of hypocrisy by
condoning secret briefings. The
Lobby is a group of about 150
journalists who receive twice daily
unattributable briefings from Mrs
Thatcher's Press Secretary, Ber-
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A Good Sport
:o

The Commonwealth Games was a
"The Home Secretary was
golden opportunity for the nation
under a great deal of pressu.re
Neil Macfarlane, former Minister for Sport, came to Edinburg~·last ;:.ee~
to regain its tattered reputation
from the media, notably the Daily
launch his new book, Sport and Politics. Carl Marsto~ spo~e to .1m a . u is Mail, in granting Miss Budd'.s but if anything, the opposit~
experiences as Minister for Sport and his views on var10us issues mcludmg the wishes, and indeed there was evi- resulted . Organising a couple of
functions in the city, and a visit to
dence in her favour: she was
Commonwealth Games and football hooliganism.
the castle, did not exactly prove
thought to be a promisi.ng athlete;
the government's commitment to
Thatcher - passionate, unre- threatened to disrupt the segregaMr Neil Macfarlane, labelled strained , and domineering: "The tion of rival supporters. At this her family was born in Bntam;
the games! "
and she made it perfectly clear
by many as being an "extremely . banning of English clubs was an juncture he launched a severe
Alas, he refused to answer the
that she desired to train and race
boring man", has defied his critics
question "Would the government
inevitable consequence of years of attack on UEFA.
on British soil. Thus, I re-echo Mr
in writing a stimulating and eyehave had a different attitude to
inactivity on the part of the foot"UEFA were more concerned Leon Brittan's considerations ...
opening account of the . major
the games if they had been hosted
ball
authorities,
both
home
and
with
financial
and
commercial
he
made
the
right
decision
."
sporting controversies dunng his
abroad." He added that until a· considerations than safety precuain an Engli~h city?".-:- insisting
From this moment on it was
reign as Minister for Sport from
that he was m no position to even
inevitable that Zola Budd would
1981 to September 1985. The aim sensible method of transporting tions."
speculate over such a suggestion.
be forever under the watchful eye
of his book - Sport and Politics
Yet he was very critical towards
of both politicians and the general
- is simple: he merely hopes to
the government's attitudes to
public. As he comments in his
initiate discussion amongst his
hosting the Olympic Games
book: "Zola Budd would never
colleagues over the growing intruDuring his term in office, Mr;
compete as an ordinary athlete."
sion of politics into the realms of
But in discussing Miss Budd , Thatcher was never enthusiastic
sport.
about contemplating a move to
even the role of politics has been
Mr
Macfarlane
agrees
host the 1992 Olympics, and thus
overshadowed by the role of one
wholeheartedly with the views of
he left his post in a slightly disil·
such commodity which we are all
Dickie Jeeps, chairman of the
lusioned mood . Despite the suc.
rather partial to: namely , money.
Sports Council : "The governThe Budd v. Slaney match at cess of the first privately financed
. men ts of Western democracies
Olympics in Los Angeles in 1984,
Crystal Palace was a revolutiohave become too involved in the
he quoted from his book: "I am
nary event in the world of athlegovernment of sport ... never
concerned that in two years there
tics. Zola Budd was paid the highagain will sport be independent of
might not even be an Olympic
est fee ever granted to a British
politics." It is a tale of woe , but
Games. "
athlete for one race , a mere
more significantly, it is an expresEscaping from the political
£90,000, and the paradox to that is
sion of realism that one cannot
scene , I returned to the more
that she never even won the race!
now escape from. Sport and polidown-to-earth subject of a possi·
In statistical terms , this reptics are interwoven and insepararesented a payment of £10,000 per ble Super League in British foot·
ble.
ball. He agreed that such a system
minute , and the overall sum
"During my four years as
was inevitable and , more imporaccounts for almost half the sum
Minister for Sport , the greatest
granted to the National Coaching tantly , would be good fo r the
problem I encountered was the
behaviour and control of English
Association! Was Mr Macfarlane game. The future Super League
fans in this country and abroad. "
amused by this farcical act of blat- would embrace the top clubs from
the likes of England, Scotland,
It is the provocative subject of
ant individualism? He most cerItaly, Germany and other Euro"football
hooliganism"
that
tainly was not:
pean countries , resulting in fewer
evokes the most passionate
"The head-to-head at Crystal
clubs at home.
responses from Mr Macfarlane.
Palace was an absolute disgrace!
"Football no longer plays a cruHe insists that the policy of banIt represents an obscene sense of
ning away supporters, which has
values , and a mere flag of con- cial role in society. The grounds
been embraced by Luton Town, is
venience. Such great sums of are si tuated in the locations of yes·
the course of action that other
money should be channelled into terday, for there has been a genclubs must pursue: " It is the sort
athletics at the grass roots , to eral migration away from the city
of thing that we were trying to
accommodate training facilities centre to the suburbs . Football is
press through in 1985. Yet for
and coaching staff. The governing suffering from the advent of new
some unknown reason we backed
body of athletics must look at the leisure activities, while most club
off."
whole outrageous event very directors possess no perception of
Mr Macfarlane places the
closely, to see who exactly is in how to run a business. Therefore a
blame firmly on the shoulders of Neil Macfarlane - clearly overjoyed at the sales of his new charge of the manipulation of Super League is the answer, for
football auttiorities, who are book.
clearing banks will begin to reahse
Photo: Oliver Lim
sponsorship."
autonomous of the government.
Ironically, with all this prize that it is no longer worthwhile
fans
has
been
implemented
,
and
a
Mr
Macfarlane
summed
up
the
He lays great stress on the intromoney residing in the world of supporting a dying business."
duction of surveillance vans and membership card system intro- futility of the poor ticket arrange- athletics , this summer's CommonTo conclude, Mr Macfarlane·
on
English
clubs
by
admitting
that:
"I
knew
duced
,
the
ban
ments
cameras within the stadiums.
wealth Games was a financial dis- emphasised the role that sport
all
European
competition
was
going
to
be
trouble
from
there
"Installing cameras was just the
aster. The former Minister for would have to play in the future,
sort of measure I was trying to should persist. Furthermore, he weeks before the game." Such Sport's views concerning these yet his argument was not at all
suggested
that
the
football
comments
do
nothing
to
promote
establish in 1985. Yet the clubs
prestigious games and the govern- convincing. During his spell as
were not prepared to spend the authorities were not doing much the image of UEFA, nor for that ment's in general are, to say the Minister for Sport he estimated
£25 ,000 needed to install a cam- to alleviate the situation, even matter the reputation of the least , enough to raise one's eyeb- that he spent only 20% of the time
Sports Ministry!
era. Surely this would have been a after the Brussels disaster.
rows, twitch one's ears, and even in matters relating to sport. He
Despite his views on travelling
From the inexhaustible topic of
better bet than some of the
was even asked to accommodate
supporters, Mr Macfarlane agrees "football hooliganism" , I lured mutter some uncensored grunt of "child's play" in his range of
players they were buying?"
approval
or
di~approval :
"The country has taken an that the Belgian authorities were Mr Macfarlane into a discussion
duties! The present Minister for
as much to blame as the rival fans about an athlete - Zola Budd.
absolute pounding and a thrash"I left office in September 1985 , Sport, Dick Tracey, even has to
ing to its reputation. " This was his · for instigating the pitched battles Did he agree with the Home Sec- yet even then I realised that the cope with the housing sector. This
on the terraces. He confessed that retary's decision to grant Miss Commonwealth Games could be all adds weight to Mr Macfarcomment on the Brussels football
he was made aware of many Budd a British citizenship within a financial catastrophe. Sport has
disaster. Asked whether the ban
reports of tickets on sale outside ten days of her application, when an important part to play in our lane's final comment: "Govern·
on English clubs was fair , he
ment is always reactive , rather
the
stadium before the European an average delay of 21 months society, and yet the government
resronded in a manner resembl·than creative, in relation to sport·
Cup Final, and this obviously could be expected?
ing that of an en;aged Margaret
do not seem to appreciate this. ing issues."

The Case Against Abusing Animals
Alex Neilson, from Edinburgh University Animal Rights to test weapons on live animals , cosmetics are of medical value , which has been on the market for
Association, explains some of the facts behind animal and scientists will still have to use that is ones used by car crash vic- a few years as it will have lost its
the LO 50% poisoning test (a pro- tims etc. , but if the government is impact on ~onsumers , so you ~el
experimentation.
When confronted about the
issue of animal abuse most people
will immediately think of a scene
such as a man beating a dog with a
stick, fox hunting, or perhaps a cat
dying in a snare. but, as horrific as
these incidents are , they paint an
incomplete picture. Other forms
of animal abuse are much more
common and in some ways worse.

a mere fraction of their natural
lifespans, all to satisfy the vanity
of ignorant people. An unknown
number of "trash" animals, such
as dogs, cats and birds, are also
trapped accidentally. The United
Kingdom still manufactures gin
traps for export, even though they
were banned in this country over
20 years ago.

Each year approximately 50
million fur-bearing animals are
ruthlessly gin-trapped and killed,
or crammed into factory farms for

The new Scientific Procedures
Act 1986 does not ban any form of
animal experimentation, so Porton Down scientists will continue

cedure where 50% of the animals
used must die in order to work out
the toxicity of a chemical), even
though most of them question its

!opinion!
accuracy.
Cosmetic experiments will
continue. I once questioned
David Mellor MP about the issue
and he immediately side-tracked
the question by stating that some

so sympathetic to these people ,
why can't they obtain these
cosmetics free o( charge from the
National Health Service? The
skin camouflage clinic in Perth
will confirm that these patients
have to pay for these so-called
medical cosmetics.

your "scientists" to come up w!th
a " new improved" version, which
in real life is chemically alrn°51
identical to the last product. Eve~
though the new product is alrn°5
a twin of the first one it will have
to be tested on animals, and so
more animals are sacrificed.

The simple fact about cosmetics, pesticides, washing-up powder, toothpaste , glue, etc., is that
we already have enough varieties.
This is where profit and demand
creation comes in; you cannot
continually relaunch a product

Edinburgh University Anirn~
Rights doesn't exist to hornfy yo
with the reality of animal abfey
We exist to show people hoW t le
can adopt a cruelty-free lifestY ·

You Dirty Bullock st. Nutcase!
After the success of last
week it was a poor, uninpired performance which
saw Edinburgh go down to
Dumfries - losing by a goal,
three tries and a drop goal to a
penalty.
It was no t the perfect setting for
attractive rugby , with the wind
howling diagonally down a
remote field somewhere in the
wilds of Dumfries and Galloway .
The best run of the day probably
went to the bullock that had to be
cleared off the " pitch" before the
game sta rted . It still managed to
leave its mark on the game , or
more precisely , the players' shirts.
I would not like to soil the page of
Swdent by te lling you what it was,
but I'm su re if you a ked Callum
•'Jackanory" Grigor , he would
know . Fo r the home side it was
their normal working surroundings - all pa rt of the home advantage I suppose.

As for the game , that was won
and lost in the first ten minutes
when Edinburgh, playing with the
wind in the first half, gave away
two oft tries. This is probably
what the students needed to wake
them up from the two-hour coach
journey, but although they tried,
they never really managed to get
into the game.
The pack insisted on mauling
the ball when rucking would have
been much more appropriate
again t the huge Dumfries forwards. It was these same forward
who dominated the lineouts
resulting in preciou little ball fo;
the Edinburgh backs and predictable but effective " keep it in the
forwards" tactics by Dumfries.
However, a Dave Mar hall penalty five minutes before half-time
put Edinburgh wi1hin striking distance .
Dumfries used the wind well in
the second half to keep dinburgh

~ Beaten

(Glasgow win on penalties)
Victims to Glasgow Uni at early on clearly destroyed the
Peffe rmill a few weeks ago, it Edinburgh team 's concentration .
was nonetheless a resolute Two Glasgow goals followed each
Edinburgh shinty team who other as quickly and devastatingly
travelled to Garscaddens for as Cabinet scanda ls and a third
followed while the Edinburgh
a return game, this time in the team
reeled under the shock .
first round of the Skeabost
But
the team rallied . Long balls
Horn Cup.

But th e thrill of being ahead so

iifl

A Dumfries drop goal killed
any hopes Edinburgh had of
snatching victory and although
The coach journey from Edinsome good defensive work even- burgh to Glasgow was a traumatic
tually came , two late tries left a experience for the Hare and
scoreline somewhat generous to Hounds tribe : firstly . rhe coa h ,
Dumfries.
which was due to leave Tevior ar
midday , failed to even " ppear
With an important University
before 12.45 pm; econdly, the
Championships game followed by
coach driver himself was obvitwo home league matches, the
ously suffering from a severe mennext couple of weeks has much in
tal di order. At one point he
tore and nothing short of three
decided to stop the coach on rhe
viclories will do if coach Arthur
motorway, midway between the
Ross is to enjoy his hristmas.
two cities, for no reason whatEric Jeams soever; then instead of driving
directly to the university's athletic
track, he pr cecdcd to take us on
a grand tour of the picturesque
city centre. The guy wa a nutcase! (Obviously he is thus qualvert corners saw the game finish a ified to drive a 50-scater coach!)
draw after 90 minutes .
on cquent ly it wa a group f
In extra time , dinburgh con- shell- hocked and panic-stricken
tinued to push forward , and Gia - Hairies who lined up with the
gow found difficulty in cramping other 600 runners for the tart of
the tylish Edinburgh attacks even this popular race . It was indeed a
if "Quiet Man" Maguire ' legs had quality field of runners. Each
given way at thi stage. In desper- event this season has been characation Glasgow resorted to the terised by one question : would
removal of "Floppy" Gould 's John Rob on or Nat Muir win the
teeth (RIP) to keep themselves in race? Well , Nat Muir was victorithe game against a side now ous on this occasion, due mainly
reduced to 11 men, having used to the fact that John Robson did
their two sub already. Small com- not participate.
fort to Gould that the extra time
Ian Harkness has been in the
finished a goalless draw.

on Penalties

Glasgow Univ. 3; Edinburgh Univ. 3

The combination ot aosent
players and the very muddy conditions made for a tough game , but
the largely inexperienced Edinburgh side were quick off the
mark and forced Glasgow to
defend fo r the first ten minutes.
Eventua lly Glasgow had to concede a fo ul to stop the attack but a
textbook free hit put " Exocet "
Reekie free to strike home the
fi rst Edinburgh goal from 20 yards
out.

back in their own half. Although
!here was the occasional urge
mto the oppo ition' half, too
often the ball was needle sly given
away , allowing the Dumfrie
stand-off to kick the length of the
pitch. o greater example came
when Dave Marshall 's second
pen~lty artempt came off the po t
and into a student 's hands, only to
be lost at the ensuing maul.

Once again Glasgow was
the host for the big event at
the weekend, which was a
five-mile road race attracting
more than 600 competitors.
Yet the Hare and Hounds
team, fresh from last week's
Epic Victory (as was narrated
by my learned colleague), and
whose
appearance
was
eagerly awaited by fellow
competitors and spectators
alike, almost arrived too late
to register for the race!

from the defence and some impressive midfield play conti nu ally
saw " Deputy Doug" Ross breaking away on the right wing to end
searching passes across the goalmouth.• Eventually , " Floppy"
Gould latched onto one and gave
Edinburgh their second goal. Not
conten t with this , Ros himself
seized a golden opportunity and
used his lacrosse experience to put
the sides level. But more often than
not, Edinburgh 's attacks floun dered in the mire in front of the
goalmouth and a failure to con-

Final Four

The Men's Basketball Club year's "final four", to be held
recently qualified for the ometime in the spring term.
finals of the Scottish UniverIn last weekend 's round robin
sities tournament. Edinburgh elimination play, held in Aberwill join
Glasgow, St deen , the Edinburgh Dukes
Andrews and Stirling in this defeated
Heriot-Watt,

Applications are invited for
the post of

Student Manager
to be responsible for the promotion, circulation
and distribution of the paper; the gaining
of advertising; and the general
financial position of Student.

Applications should be addressed to
The Convener, EUSPB, 48 Pleasance,
by 28th November 1986.

And so to penalties ... "' No
way to settle a game .. . we were
damned unlucky to miss ours .. .
ah well, better luck next time."
Beaten on technicalities , Edinburgh returned home not down
but a assuredly out as " Floppy's"'
1eeth .
Tom Maguire

limelight throughout the cou~ of
thi
ason , but he wa forced to
relinqui h hi po ition on top of
the Hairie ro trum to hi more
experienced captain, Sir Russel
Boyd (the great pie-consumer of
thi century). Capilllli ing on a
flying tan, Mr Boyd covered the
five-mile course in majestic fashion , claiming 36th position in a
"blues" in piring time of 26
minutes25 econds. Yet it mu t be
added that the club captain i
rumoured to have been a competitor in this event before most of
u were even born! o he know
every hill , pothole, puddle , and
chip hop that is on rhe course ...
and perhap each pub!
Ian Harkness , rather ubdued
after thi rare taste of defeat,
maintained his exceptionally high
standards by arriving home in
481h po ition, and rhu distinguishing himself in being the
fourth fastest junior in rhc ra e .
Meanwhile,
such
hou ehold
name as Mark
tregit, Tom
Anders n, eil '" /'l,e broken my
foot " Wallace , John "and his twin
brother" Wright, and Mike ·'skin
and bone" larke, continued to
impre s with very credirable performan es .
But the most encouraging aspect
of the Hairies' success thi ea on
has been in the female camp.
harloue McFabbon outpaced
many a disillusioned "cou ntry
gent " in becoming the tenth
female home, while Ali e Brittan
and Jackie ole make up a very
formidable team . Muir may have
to watch these Hairie girls in
future races. As an afterthought, I
wonder whether Nat Muir'
chauffeur i a raving lunatic? Ifs ,
perhaps he should be employed to
drive a coach for a university
team!
Carl Marston

6' Masochism
On a wet and blustery
Sunday morning, when all
sensible people are tucked up
in bed, the University'
intrepid masochists were to
be seen on the lacrosse pitch
atDCPE.
Although eigh1 of the team
were still suffering the aftereffects of the Home cot Trials
the day before, they got ff to a
brilliant tart with Rachael s oring a goal again t
ewca tie
Ladies in the first minute. The re t
of the first half followed in the
same vein, and the half-time score
was 5- 1 de pite the goalkeeper
being brought to hi knee .

( , · I. · l .· B

The second half was more
interesting, although fewer goals
comwere
scored .
Tiggy
plemented her hat-trick (in keeping with tradition he will be buying the team a drink after the next
match) ; erena brilliantly dodged
three opponents before mistaking
the uprights of the Forth Road
Bridge for the goal-po t , Alex
Dampney made a spectacular
ave with a diving header and was
later reported to the R P A for
cruelty to woodworms .
The final core wa 6-2 to dinburgh University and a GeraJdine and DougaJ were not pre ent
we pre ume they were el ewhere.
Daphne
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Cycling Club
On unday, 2 November,
the Edinburgh Univesity
Cycling Club scored another
ignificant achievement in the
Dunedin Cyclo-Cross event at
the Heriot-Watt Riccarton
campus.
lub cyclo-cro
champion
raig Mc icol beat his own pernal be l to take the club championship in thi mo t gruelling of
cycling event . The two-mile
c urse , covered five times, wa a
perilous one, and riders had to
battle through gravel road , tall
C hris Lawrence gras mud , and even a barbed

wire stile, which tripped up man
of the entrants.
Mc icol tayed with the race
leader for mo l of the event, but
w evemually beaten by having
to get off his bike and run through
a tretch of thick autumn leaves.
Hi fini hing time of 46:27 for ten
miles bettered hi own record b
ju t o er two minut .
On di vering that he had
n
the club cyclo-cro champi nhip , aJI raig could manage to
was : "Where' my hot bath?'"
Mc icol will oow be preparing
for th
tti h ati nal Championship in Dunde .
Aadrrw ooper

Soggy Slalom ~ Morgan Mur9ered
It is with unerring regular-

ity that the first race of the
universities' skiing calendar
is held on the wettest day of
the first term. So it was that
nigh on a hundred university
students from all over Scotland (who else, you ask,
would do such a thing?)
gathered together for the
Scottish Universities' Dual
Slalom, held at Hillend.
The event started at 2 pm with
the individual races for men and
women , but halfway through the
first round, the heavens opened
and those not wearing Goretex
might as well have been swimming
in the Forth. I did not see a dry
bone on the slope, bar the crafty
ones who had snuck into the hut to
escape Zeus's weak bladder.
In the team event, Edinburgh
Uni 'A ' team were favourites to
win after a protest had robbed
Glasgow Uni of one of their top
men . However , we were outclassed by a team of fresh young first
years, the remainder of the Glasgow 'A' team, in the semi-finals.
In the other semi.Jina! Edinburgh
' B' team were pipped at the post
by Aberdeen , last year's winners .
Thus Edinburgh 'A' and 'B'
fought for third place with the' A'
team taking it and Glasgow ' A'
comfortably beat Aberdeen 'A' in
the final.
One by one Edinburgh Uni's
teams were knocked out of the
competition, our no. I Bernard
Grey losing to one of our second
team members . our no. 2, Jim
Garland, losing to Andrew Steel,
the no. 1 seed of St Andrews, in
the quarter-finals after knocking
out Bill Manson , the no. 3. It
seemed as though Edinburgh
Uni's traidtional mastery of university skiing has fallen by the
wayside. In the end the event was

won by Stuart Galloway , a fresher
from Glasgow University , a new
boy on the scene likely to cause
more problems for Edinburgh
Uni in future races. Stuart put out
Odmund Braaten , a Norwegian
recruited by Strathclyde University, in a final of a standard not
seen for quite some time . Third
was Andrew Steel, last year's winner , and fourth , by the narrowest
of margins, was Mark Blyth of
Olympic fame. It was very noticeable that by the third round the
standard of racing was higher than
I have seen in my three years. This
was shown by the large number of
races that had to be rerun because
the finish referees could not
decide on the winner. At one
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stage
every other
was 11~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:,:;:::::::::~:::::::::::::::::=~l-----=-judgedalmost
a dead-heat!
Thisrace
is very
indicative of the large foundation
of high quality skiing there in Bri- ,..
tain underneath the shadow of
Please ... Please .. . someone stop that ball!
such skycrapers as Martin Bell.

....,---...,.---------------------------------..1
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The women 's event produced
much better results for Edinburgh
Uni with Tania Adams , a veteran
of three years, representing the
University, taking the title from
Sally Harrison , last year's winner,
in a thrilling final after beating
Edinburgh Uni's no. I Moira
Langmuir in a semi-final which
had to be rerun twice , it was ~o
close. In the eventuality Moira
was just pipped at the post for
third place by Lizzie Watson,
another new face at Glasgow University.
The wet and soggy afternoon
was rounded off by a wet and
soggy evening in the Sandwich
Bar in Teviot with the prize-giving, and Glayva flowing profusely
thanks to our sponsors , and the
habitual boat-race which appears
at every University ski event, and
is always won by St Andrews , due
to their female contingent who
can down a pint faster than Glasgow Uni can bring one up!

·Let's face it, whoever
suggested that ''taking part"
in sport was more important
than "coming first" was talking through his arse. Winning
is all that matters. Such is the
philosophy of the University
1st XI and on Saturday, driven onwards and upwards by
this burning desire to succeed, they destroyed league
rivals Morgan HC by four
goals to one.
Unquestionably it was the Umversity's best performance to
date. From the opening minute
they attacked the Morgan
defence , breaking it down on
numerous occasions to win short
corners. Although the first goal
was a long time in coming, persistence paid off and MacLeod (recently upset at reports of £2.50
payments made by him to an
Edinburgh prostitute) edged his

STUDENT INFORMATION SERVICE
Student's new classified section is a FREE service to readers. We welcome accommodation wanted, accommodation available, for sale, and
?ther small ads. Keep your ads short (max 30 words), and hand them
mto the Student office (rU"St floor, 48 The Pleasance) or place them in the
red Stude?t collection "boxes situated in the Teviot foyer, Mandela
Centre Umon shop, DHT basement, and in A&M Reid (grocers) in the
KB Centre. Ads must be in by Monday of the week of publication.
~----------~

ACCOMMODATION
AVAILABLE

· Listings with reference numbers
can be followed up by going to the
Student Accommodation Service
at 30 Buccleuch Place.
Male or female for single room, W.
Saville Terrace. Older student preferred. £91.50 per month. Ref. no. 856.
Female for single room, Livingston
Place. Final year or postgrad. £110 per
month . Ref. no. 861.
Male for single room , Bristo Pl. Final
year or postgrad. £64 per month. Ref.
no. 866.
Female for single room, McDonald Rd .
£110 per month. Ref. no. 868.
Male or female for single room , Dublin
SI. Postgrad. £125 per month . Ref. no.
877.
Two males or females for shared room
E. Preston St. £25 per week. Ref. no'.

860.
One female for shared room , Blackfriars
SI. £63.50 per month. Ref. no. 869.
Two males or females for shared room
Comiston Rd. £22 per week . Ref. no '
870.
.
One male for shared room, Marchmont .
£110 per month . Ref. no. 871.
Two males or females for large shared
room, Lothian Rd. £100 per month.
Ref. no. 879.
Two males or females for shared room I
Causewayside. £90 per month . Ref. n~ ,

886.

Female student seeks single or shared
room ; central flat ; for 2nd and 3rd
terms . PhoneSamantha6671971 ext65.

MISCELLANEOUS
Friends al Palestine
Saturday 15th Nov , 11 am.
Day School on Palestine: past , present
and future. £2/£3 waged , including food.
Apply to Secretary , EU Friends of
Pal.estine , c/o Societies Centre, or just
show up at the Pleasance on Saturday.
Choose from different workshops.

FOR SALE
For sale: two "good" Status Quo tickets
for Glasgow SECC, Dec. 9th. Cost £9.
Offers please to John , 336 2330 after 6
. pm .
Calculator for sale: Texas Instruments
Tl-57 LCD Programmable, and instructions. Good condition. £10. Phone Julie,
6670817.
For sale: Fender "Musicmaster" bass
guitar; good condition; with lead. £90.
Call Tom Barker at 2281473.
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side into the lead with another
well-taken nick.
Unfortunately , the University
has acquired during the course of
the season a charitable streak
which allows the opposition to
equalise within minutes of going
behind. Such a Christian attribute, while thoroughly commendable in most other walks of life, is
without doubt a source of weakness on the hockey pitch. With
approximately five minutes of the
first half remaining the University
eased off and allowed Morgan to
sneak an equaliser from a wellworked short corner.
If the first half was sporting and
in the end evenly contested , the
second period was an altogether
ugly and one-sided affai r. The
drama began in the opening
minute when Loughlin scored a
fine individual goal, though one
which the team purists found difficult to accept. Their .lead reestablished, the University did

not make the same mistake twice
and minutes later a splendid passing movement from Mcfarlane
at the back, through Williams and
Loughlin on the right, eventually
found an unmarked Wyatt who
netted probably the University's
best goal so far this season . It is
perhaps a n indication of the
extent to which Morgan were
utterly demoralised by the speed
and enthusiasm of the students
that they let the University left
back Osborne find the backboard
and put the result beyond an y
doubt.
While drunken screams of
"Ed inburgh we love you , Edinburgh we do" from the hockey
"groupies" greeted the fin al whistle , the players themselves
reflected that nothing on earth
beats having a good win. Let's
hope the form is maintained for
the forthcoming Scottish Universities tournament.
Syd

Student's editorial offices are on the first floor of 48 Pleasance. Our
phone numbers are 558 1117/8 and 667 1011 extension 4496. Editorial
meetings are held in the offices every Friday at 1 pm. To get in touch
with Student,
in order to drop in ads , information , etc., or to get
involved yourself, come along to section meetings or drop into the
offices and leave a message. You can also use the Student boxes,
situated in Potterrow Shop, Teviot Lobby or DHT Basement. The following comprise section editors (in bold type), layout staff, and each
section's weekly meeting:
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